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Faculty Search Quick Start Guide - Table ofFaculty Search Quick Start Guide - Table of
ContentsContents

Welcome to the Quick Start Guide for Interfolio Faculty SearchWelcome to the Quick Start Guide for Interfolio Faculty Search

 This guide is only recommended Interfolio Faculty Search Client Institutions who would
like to post a position as soon as possible.

Here is the link if you are looking for the general chapter on Creating a Position.

This chapter of articles have been assembled to help an administrator at an institution quickly
be able to create a posting in Interfolio Faculty Search, and in doing so creating a template for
the institution and/or unit. This guide can be accomplished with one users with an
administrator account.

How to Progress Through this Self Guided TrainingHow to Progress Through this Self Guided Training

There are a total of 7 Core Sections to this training, each with required articles .

At the bottom of every article, including this one, there will be a forward and back button so you
can progress to the next article in the process or back to the last article you were at in this
manual.

 Please Note: All 'Optional' articles are outside of this guide and instead is housed with
our general help information. Thus if you are relying on this guide, you must click on
the links in the section guides, and then navigate back to this guide in order to keep
progressing.
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Section ArticlesSection Articles

At the beginning of each section, there is a section article to get information about what content
will be covered in the upcoming content, such as: a summary, learning goals, vocabulary,
required articles, and optional or additional resources. In addition to the help articles, a number
of videos have been created to help depict the product in use so users can see how it looks in-
action.

Each section will contain links to let you jump and skip to the section you are intersted in, note
that if you jump over an article, you need to go backwards to find it, or return to the section
article and/or the table of contents.
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Table of ContentsTable of Contents

Preface - Faculty Search, Using this Resource, and Getting FurtherPreface - Faculty Search, Using this Resource, and Getting Further
SupportSupport

If you need further assistance, you can also submit a support ticket using the bubble in the
bottom right hand corner of the screen, or email Scholar Services at help@interfolio.com......... 0.

This article you currently are reading will be a table of contents to help you quickly navigate to
the other content from a central location. There are additional learning articles within the
individual section articles (ie- Section 2 - Managing User Roles and Assigned Units......................0)

Preface ArticlePreface Article

• Getting Support for Interfolio Faculty Search.................................................................................. 0

Section 1 - Accessing and Navigating Interfolio Faculty Search

The first section of the Quick Start Faculty Search guide will focus on informing users how to
login, as well as navigate to Interfolio Faculty Search. All login methods are covered in the
materials below.

Section 1 - Accessing and Navigating Interfolio .................................................................................... 0

• Logging into Interfolio 0 - Interfolio allows institutions to login with Single Sign-On or through
Interfolio managed account credentials. All login methods for Faculty Search are covered in
this article.

• Navigating to Faculty Search............ 0 - Quickly and easily navigate to Interfolio Faculty Search

Section 2 - Managing User Roles and Assigned Units

This section section of the Quick Start Faculty Search Guilde will focus on informing users how
to manage user roles and also add additional units. Optional articles will provides tips to
manage and customize Interfolio Faculty Search for your institution's users and applicants.

Section 2 - Managing User Roles and Assigned Units .......................................................................... 0

• Setting Up Units................................................................................................................................... 0
• User Roles in Faculty Search.............................................................................................................. 0
• Manually Adding Users to Interfolio Faculty Search ....................................................................... 0

mailto:help@interfolio.com
https://product-help.interfolio.com/m/29601
../../../a/829504-add-new-users-faculty-search


Section 3 - Administrative Settings

The third section of the Quick Start Faculty Search Guide will be focusing on updating the
Institutional Templates and Settings that are being used to run a search. Administrators at the
institution or unit level can create standardized form templates, position and applicant statuses
that fit the needs of their institution's and/or units to ensure consistency across searches and/
or departments.

Section 3 - Administrative Settings ......................................................................................................... 0

• About the Faculty Search Administration Page ............................................................................... 0
• Managing the EEO Statements .......................................................................................................... 0
• Create and Edit a VEVRAA/503-compliant EEO Form/Template.................................................... 0
• Managing EEO Form/Template ......................................................................................................... 0
• Create a Custom Application Form................................................................................................... 0
• Video or Additional Materials on Application and Position Statuses
• Create and Manage Message Templates ......................................................................................... 0
• Sample Message Templates .............................................................................................................. 0
• Best Practice Guide: Installing an Institutional Set of Statuses ..................................................... 0
• Create and Manage Position Statuses.............................................................................................. 0
• Create and Manage Application Statuses ........................................................................................ 0

Section 4 - Creating and Distributing a Search

This section of the guide focuses on creating a search, setting requirements, assigning forms
and templates within Interfolio, and then also distributing the URL that applicants will use to
navigate to the application landing page. This landing page will track the receiving sources of
your applicants and inform institution search committees of the most productive messages and
postings that they have made.

Section 4 - Creating and Distributing a Search...................................................................................... 0

• Creating a Position .................................................................................................................0 (Video)
• Edit an Existing Position ..................................................................................................................... 0
• Adding and Editing Required Materials for a Position................................................................181
• Establishing Custom Ratings Criteria and/or Set up a Blind Review............................................. 0
• Opening a Search and Distributing the URL .................................................................................... 0
• Add/Edit the Search Committee Members ...................................................................................... 0

Section 5 - Managing and Supporting a Position Search

Section 5 of this guide covers the basics to managing and supporting a position search within
Interfolio Faculty Search. This collection of materials will assist administrator and committee

https://product-help.interfolio.com/m/27443/l/606106-establish-custom-ratings-criteria-and-or-set-up-a-blind-review


managers in understanding the applicant and letter writer experience, as well as how to
manage and support their submissions.

Section 5 - Managing and Supporting a Position Search ..................................................................... 0

• View Referral Sources to See Where People are Finding Your Position....................................... 0
• Assign or Change a Position Status................................................................................................... 0
• E-Mail Applicants ................................................................................................................................. 0
• Create An Application on Behalf of an Applicant ........................................................................... 0
• Add Materials on Behalf of An Applicant ........................................................................................ 0
• Request a Letter of Recommendation on Behalf of an Applicant ................................................ 0
• Mark Applications as Complete ........................................................................................................ 0
• Assign or Change an Application Status .......................................................................................... 0

Supporting ApplicantsSupporting Applicants

• Faculty Search Experience Video
• How to Apply to a Position Hosted on Interfolio............................................................................. 0
• What does it mean when the requested letter is still pending? .................................................... 0
• Request and Send Letters to an Interfolio Hosted Position .......................................................... 0
• Getting Help from Interfolio .............................................................................................................. 0
• Accepted File Types............................................................................................................................. 0
• Faculty Search Applicant Experience (w/video)

Supporting Letter WritersSupporting Letter Writers

• Letter Writer Experience Video
• How a Letter Writer Submits a Letter to Interfolio ......................................................................... 0
• How to Update a Letter of Recommendation that you Wrote ...................................................... 0
• How to View a Letter of Recommendation that you Wrote ........................................................... 0
• Getting Help from Interfolio .............................................................................................................. 0

Section 6 - Evaluating Applications

This section will inform users how to effectively evaluate applications for a position and how to
reliably collect and relay feedback to the committee using Interfolio Faculty Search. Users will
be given tips to use Application Statuses and Position Statuses to deliver reliable and consistent
messaging to all applicants to your Interfolio hosted position search. Tagging and archiving
applicants will allow for a smooth and easy committee experience within Interfolio Faculty
Search.

Section 6 - Evaluating Applications .........................................................................................0(w/Video)

• Navigating to a Position within Faculty Search................................................................................ 0
• Filtering and Saving Views.................................................................................................................. 0

https://product-help.interfolio.com/m/27438/l/510362-how-to-apply-to-a-position-hosted-with-interfolio
https://product-help.interfolio.com/m/27438/l/835181-about-pending-requested-letters-or-evaluations
https://product-help.interfolio.com/m/27438/l/266282-how-to-request-and-send-letters-of-recommendation-to-an-interfolio-hosted-position
https://product-help.interfolio.com/m/27438/l/820860-getting-help-for-interfolio
https://product-help.interfolio.com/m/27438/l/645876-about-accepted-file-types-and-document-types
https://product-help.interfolio.com/m/71066/l/769517-for-letter-writers-submit-a-letter-of-recommendation-to-interfolio
https://product-help.interfolio.com/m/71066/l/266333-how-to-replace-or-update-letters
https://product-help.interfolio.com/m/71066/l/266334-how-to-view-uploaded-letters
https://product-help.interfolio.com/m/27438/l/820860-getting-help-for-interfolio


• Using the Document Viewer to Review Materials ........................................................................... 0
• Tagging Applications for Easy Filtering and Organization.............................................................. 0
• How to Rate Applications ................................................................................................................... 0
• How to Comment on Applications .................................................................................................... 0
• How to Leave Personal Annotations on Application Materials and Export Them ...................... 0
• How to Archive or Unarchive an Application ...............................................................................313

Section 7 - Closing and Reporting a Position Search

This section will demonstrate how to generate and export reports of the data that has been
collected during the use of Interfolio Faculty Search. Both during and after the committee has
made their final decision, the institution and the committee can gain valuable insight with the
data on the candidates, process, and evaluations related to the search.

Section 7 - Closing and Reporting a Position Search............................................................................ 0

• Closing a Faculty Search ....................................................................................................0 (w/Video)
• Applications Report............................................................................................................................. 0
• Position Report .................................................................................................................................... 0
• EEO or Custom Report ....................................................................................................................... 0
• System Log........................................................................................................................................... 0
• View Report of Emails and Notifications .......................................................................................... 0



Getting Help For InterfolioGetting Help For Interfolio

You can access detailed help for Interfolio by signing in to your account and visiting our
Help Center.

If your institution has partnered with us to provide Single Sign-On, follow this link to sign in
through your institution.

Online Help CenterOnline Help Center

If you have questions about how to accomplish a specific task, sign in to your account, click on
your name to select "Help" and try searching the extensive knowledge base of articles with
step-by-step instructions at our online Help Center.

Scholar ServicesScholar Services

You can also submit a help request via email to our Scholar Services team
at help@interfolio.com.

-or- contact Scholar Services by telephone Monday-Friday, 9am-6pm, Eastern Standard at (877)
997-8807 (Toll Free).

We can also be reached via social media:

@interfolio on Twitter

@interfolio on Facebook

Help from your InstitutionHelp from your Institution

Some of our client institutions prefer that faculty members reach out to internal resources as
opposed to our Scholar Services staff. Typically this is true for users at an institution that uses
Faculty180.

Our staff will do our best to answer your questions, but you may first want to confirm that you
shouldn't be getting support from resources at your institution.
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About Interfolio Faculty SearchAbout Interfolio Faculty Search

What is Interfolio Faculty Search?What is Interfolio Faculty Search?

Interfolio Faculty Search is an online platform for running complex academic searches in a
shared governance context, built to help institutions ensure their recruitment practices are
equitable, transparent, collaborative, and efficient.

This new type of academic technology is soon to encompass virtually every significant role
played by scholars, staff, and administrators throughout the scholarly lifecycle—from
navigating the job market and preparing for formal reviews, to recruiting, tenuring, and
promoting colleagues, to studying a wealth of data around these processes and shaping school
policies accordingly.”

Because a faculty search committee is the point of entry for virtually every scholar employed at
an institution, and because committees work under a shared governance model, it’s critical for
institutions to see faculty hiring as an integral piece of their academic missionacademic mission—not an
administrative task. The human resources office plays a large, important role at the institution,
but faculty hiring is supposed to be steered by faculty.

That’s the heart of Interfolio Faculty Search. Your committees, candidates, and staff will be ableYour committees, candidates, and staff will be able
to play their part in an online environment built for shared governance, with tools built for theirto play their part in an online environment built for shared governance, with tools built for their
academic needs. In the process, you’ll be collecting rich data on your applicant pool, and aacademic needs. In the process, you’ll be collecting rich data on your applicant pool, and a
thorough record of how searches were conducted, in a central place—enabling you to seethorough record of how searches were conducted, in a central place—enabling you to see
trends, identify challenges, and ensure you recruit an excellent faculty body.trends, identify challenges, and ensure you recruit an excellent faculty body.

What Can Faculty Search Do?What Can Faculty Search Do?

Action/
Feature User Outcomes

Applicants

Confidential letters
Send email requests to writers of confidential letters, store them alongside your

other materials, include them in submissions, and reuse them. Maintain a good

relationship with your letter writers.
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Clear position

requirements

and deadlines

Receive clear guidelines for your review, e.g. minimum/maximum quantities,

optional vs. required, clarifying notes, and due dates. Submit all types of materials

for all disciplines (image, video, large files, etc.)

Easy faculty

position search

Give prospective applicants an easy way to search all open positions at your

institution.

Document

previewer

(including video

playback)

View all your application materials as the person on the other end will see

them—be sure that your self-presentation are coming across accurately and fully.

Committees/
Department

Chairs/Support
Staff

Document viewer

with annotations
Enable committee members to review any number of complete applications online

in continuous viewer, and make notes only they can see.

Confidential

letters

Request, and collect confidential letters of recommendation through a single online

channel, automatically linked to the appropriate applicant.

Criteria, ratings,

and comments
Establish clear evaluation criteria for your committees.

Manage

notifications

Automate communication to groups of applicants (or individuals) according to the

stage of the search or the progress of individual applications.

Filterable

applicant list
Centrally view, sort, label, and narrow your applicant pool.

Position and

Application

Statuses

Assign clear, agreed-upon statuses to searches (Position Statuses) and to

individual applicants (Application Statuses). Define specific permissions and

limitations associated with either type of status.

>> This is a practical tool by which you can create consistency and transparency in

comparisons between different academic units and different individuals.
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Academic
Leadership/

Administrators/
Campus Offices

Mandatory EEO

form

Collect Equal Employment Opportunity data on 100% of applicants through the

system. Empower authorized administrators and offices to take action on diversity

initiatives in real time before, during, and after individual searches.

Reporting

Make it easy for authorized users to produce detailed reports on any combination

of applicant data. Easily access historical and current data about academic

searches within any administrative scope. Save reports to ensure comparison is

consistent over time.

Committee

membership

Define clear groups of users (e.g. review committee members) who can be easily

assigned access to candidate materials as a group, and keep a record of activity

private to that group.

Forms
Collect fielded data from applicants (required or optional) for consistent and

standardized reporting later.

Approval

Require new positions within a certain administrative scope to be manually

approved by a designated user in the system. A practical means to increase

accountability, legal compliance, and consistency in job postings.

Referral source

chart

View a simple pie chart of data on the webpages from which applicants arrive at

the job posting page. Better understand which recruiting channels are working and

which aren’t.

Who Uses Faculty Search?Who Uses Faculty Search?

Most of our users are academics or administrative staff at institutions of higher learning. If an
institution uses ByCommittee Faculty Search for hiring; administrators, administrative staff,
department staff, or faculty members can use the program to run searches for new faculty,
staff, or fellowship positions.

For instance, an administrative assistant might create a position (search) that is approved by an
administrator. A senior faculty member might manage a search committee made up of junior
and senior faculty as evaluators. Of course, graduate students will use the program as
applicants to ByCommittee positions. Take a moment to read through the following
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descriptions of the work, responsibilities, and priorities of the people who use ByCommittee
Faculty Search.

Note:Note: Make sure you scroll to the bottom of the page and click the arrows to move forward
through the presentation slides.

What Value Does Faculty Search Bring?What Value Does Faculty Search Bring?

Benefit: Committee process logisticsBenefit: Committee process logistics

Interfolio Faculty Search gives your search committees specific review and organizational tools
that enable them to spend their time reviewing applicants, instead of losing time just accessing
materials and keeping track of their notes. Your academic staff will also benefit greatly from
operational efficiency, with specific organizational tools spending more time assisting faculty
than managing documents or PDFs.

Benefit: Delivering on diversityBenefit: Delivering on diversity

When your school runs faculty searches through Interfolio, you collect Equal Employment
Opportunity data on 100% of applicants through the system, and authorized users can study it
before, during, and after searches. It’s a practical tool for turning your faculty diversity
commitments into reality.

Benefit: Achieving equity and transparency/consistency across institutionBenefit: Achieving equity and transparency/consistency across institution

Managing faculty recruitment with Interfolio means you have a tangible system to ensure all the
academic units at your institution are using consistent language, criteria, forms, and approval
procedures where required. It enables you to spot disparities, base policies on strong evidence,
and keep committees accountable to the institution.

Benefit: Positive applicant experienceBenefit: Positive applicant experience

Interfolio makes assembling and submitting an academic application clear and easy for the
applicant, including the process of requesting and attaching confidential letters. In this way, you
signal to competitive scholars (and their letter writers) that you care about their needs from
minute one. Interfolio provides full-time technical support for applicants and letter writers.
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Section 1 - Accessing andSection 1 - Accessing and
Navigating Interfolio FacultyNavigating Interfolio Faculty
SearchSearch
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Section 1 - Accessing and Navigating InterfolioSection 1 - Accessing and Navigating Interfolio

 Click to go to the next section in this guide.

Click to return to the table of contents.

This section will explain how to access Interfolio, whether it be through the standard process or
single sign on, and then navigate to Interfolio Faculty Search.

Learning Goals:Learning Goals:

• Logging in and Accessing Interfolio
• Navigating to Interfolio Faculty Search
• Familiarized with Interfolio Vocabulary

VocabularyVocabulary

• Faculty SearchFaculty Search - Interfolio module also known as FS
• UnitsUnits - Different tiers within the hierarchy, Schools, Departments, or Divisions. Each unit is

made up of Administrators, Committee Managers, and Committee Members. Permissions
and settings are tied to units and applied downwards. More on this will be explained in this
section.

• Positions/SearchesPositions/Searches - Academic, staff, fellowship or other postings that collect and store
application materials in a single place for committee evaluation.

• Landing Page/Apply Now PageLanding Page/Apply Now Page - Each search has an advertisement page, with a unique URL,
hosting the position description and additional instructions that serves as the online
application portal for your search.

• ApplicationApplication - The collection of materials submitted by candidates for review (documents and
other files).

• CommitteesCommittees - Groups of users that can review submitted applications. Committees include
users in the Committee Manager and Evaluator role.

• DossierDossier - Store and manage all of your job, fellowship, promotion, and review documents in
one place.

Interfolio Faculty Search User RolesInterfolio Faculty Search User Roles

These will be covered in the next section, but it is beneficial to start familiarizing yourself with
the terminology for the user roles within Interfolio Faculty Search.

• Institutional AdministratorsInstitutional Administrators - Can control settings and view positions, applications, and
reports (including EEO if enabled).

• AdministratorsAdministrators - Govern and manage an assigned unit within the institutional hierarchy.
There can be multiple administrators assigned to a specific unit (college, school,
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department). Administrators can create, manage, and report on searches at their unit or any
unit nested below.

• EEO OfficersEEO Officers - Can monitor and run EEO reports. They can also flag positions that do not
meet diversity requirements.

• Committee ManagersCommittee Managers - Can create and manage searches within a given unit in which they
have been assigned to. They can communicate with applicants, control search settings, apply
statuses, add applicants and applicant documents and create search reports.

• EvaluatorsEvaluators - Are assigned to search committees. Once assigned to a committee, Evaluators
can review applications including all documentation and custom form responses. When
reviewing applicants, evaluators can apply tags and evaluate applicants using a five star
rating system.

Interfolio ConceptsInterfolio Concepts

About Logging in to InterfolioAbout Logging in to Interfolio

The method that your institution uses to log into Interfolio is up to how your have been
implemented at your institution.

The following situations are typical for client institutions:

• Login with Interfolio specific credentials at https://account.interfolio.com
• Login with institutional credentials via https://account.interfolio.com's partner credentials

options
• Login with institutional credentials via a link provided by your institution.

General Tips for InterfolioGeneral Tips for Interfolio

• Use Google Chrome as your Web Browser
• Ensure you are always using an up-to-date browser
• If things look funky on your screen – try clearing your cache
• Document formatting/size/bookmark issues: try smallpdf.com

Learning MaterialsLearning Materials

Required LearningRequired Learning

• Logging into Interfolio - Interfolio allows institution's to login with Single Sign-On or through
Interfolio managed account credentials. All login methods for Faculty Search are covered in
this article.
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• Navigating to Faculty Search - Quickly and easily navigate to Interfolio Faculty Search
through the Dashboard.

Optional LearningOptional Learning

• Customize Faculty Search to Match the Branding of Your Institution - Easily customize
Interfolio faculty Search to match the colors and feature the logos of your institution so your
staff and applicants can easily identify it.

• Add A Logo to the Landing Page of Posted Positions - Landing pages are the page that the
applicant first sees when navigating to an application from the provided URL.
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Sign In to InterfolioSign In to Interfolio

 If you get a message that "an account with this email already exists" when you try to
create an account by clicking the "Sign Up" button, you probably have an existing
Interfolio account you have forgotten about. In that case you will need to contact our
support staff, Scholar Services via phone or email.

Follow the instructions below to sign in to your Interfolio account. Click on the link to expand
the user guide that is relevant for you.

Click the Heading to Jump to the Corresponding Section:

• Sign into Faculty180
• Sign into Interfolio with your Personal Interfolio Credentials
• Sign into Interfolio with your Google Account
• Sign into Interfolio with your Institutional Credentials via Single Sign On (SSO)

Sign in with Your Credentials at Interfolio

Navigate to the sign in pageNavigate to the sign in page

 There are a number of ways to get to the sign in page; from our home page, a search
engine, or maybe even your institutional SSO page, depending on your institutional
setup.

One way is from the main page of our website and sign in with your username/One way is from the main page of our website and sign in with your username/
passwordpassword

Go to https://www.interfolio.com/ and click "Access my Dossier" in the upper right corner of the
main page:
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 Note that you can sign in using your Google account or through one of our partner
institutions. If your institution requires SSO, then you will be prompted to login to
those credentials.
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Once on the sign in page, enter your email or username and passwordOnce on the sign in page, enter your email or username and password
and click "Sign In"and click "Sign In"

Sign in to Interfolio with Single Sign On (SSO) or a PartnerSign in to Interfolio with Single Sign On (SSO) or a Partner
InstitutionInstitution

To sign in through your institution at account.interfolio.com

Click the "Partner Institution" buttonClick the "Partner Institution" button
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Search for or select your institution from the dropdown and click "Sign In"Search for or select your institution from the dropdown and click "Sign In"

Or Sign in with your Google account

 If you don't have a Google account, and you wish to use this method to login, you will
have to make one at www.gmail.com (not affiliated with Interfolio).

Signing into Faculty180Signing into Faculty180

Login Via Unique URLLogin Via Unique URL

Some Faculty180 institutions have their own unique login URL, you can find it by locating your
institution on our Partner Institution's page.
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If you cannot locate it here, and are not sure what the login URL, then please reach out to the
administrator at your institution. Many institutions store this URL in an internal webpage for
their faculty and staff.
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Navigating to Interfolio Faculty SearchNavigating to Interfolio Faculty Search

Navigating through Interfolio Faculty Search is Easy from theNavigating through Interfolio Faculty Search is Easy from the
DashboardDashboard

To Navigate to the Position Page

To Navigate to the Reports Page

Click "Manage" on you Faculty Search dashboard and selectClick "Manage" on you Faculty Search dashboard and select
"Administration""Administration"
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To Navigates to the User and Groups Page

Click "Manage" on you Faculty Search dashboard and selectClick "Manage" on you Faculty Search dashboard and select
"Administration""Administration"

To Navigate to the Administration page:

 The tabs that appear on the "Administation" page are determined by your level of
access in the program. Not all tabs listed below will appear for all users.
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Click "Manage" on you Faculty Search dashboard and selectClick "Manage" on you Faculty Search dashboard and select
"Administration""Administration"

The link to "Administration" also appears on the top right of mostThe link to "Administration" also appears on the top right of most
screens in the productscreens in the product
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Section 2 - Managing UserSection 2 - Managing User
Roles and Assigned UnitsRoles and Assigned Units
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Section 2 - Managing User Roles and AssignedSection 2 - Managing User Roles and Assigned
UnitsUnits

 Click to go to the next section in this guide.

Click to go to the previous section in this guide.

Click to return to the table of contents.

This section will explain how user roles and unit hierarchy within Interfolio Faculty Search allow
institutions to facilitate their committee's decision-making process.

Learning Goals:Learning Goals:

• User Roles within Interfolio
• How to Add Users
• How to Add a Unit

VocabularyVocabulary

• UnitsUnits - Different tiers within the hierarchy – Schools, Departments, or Divisions. Each unit is
made up of Administrators, Committee Managers, and Committee Members.

Interfolio Concepts and VocabularyInterfolio Concepts and Vocabulary

About User RolesAbout User Roles

Within the Interfolio Faculty Search and Review, Promotion, and Tenure, a user's role define's
their capabilities. All users are added as an evaluator, by default, and then have to be assigned
to specific positions in order to view and access applicant materials.

Interfolio Faculty Search User RolesInterfolio Faculty Search User Roles

In this section, we will dive deeper into these concepts.

• Institutional AdministratorsInstitutional Administrators - Can control settings and view positions, applications, and
reports (including EEO if enabled).

• AdministratorsAdministrators - Govern and manage an assigned unit within the institutional hierarchy.
There can be multiple administrators assigned to a specific unit (college, school,
department). Administrators can create, manage, and report on searches at their unit or any
unit nested below.
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• EEO OfficersEEO Officers - Can monitor and run EEO reports. They can also flag positions that do not
meet diversity requirements.

• Committee ManagersCommittee Managers - Can create and manage searches within a given unit in which they
have been assigned to. They can communicate with applicants, control search settings, apply
statuses, add applicants and applicant documents and create search reports.

• EvaluatorsEvaluators - Are assigned to search committees. Once assigned to a committee, Evaluators
can review applications including all documentation and custom form responses. When
reviewing applicants, evaluators can apply tags and evaluate applicants using a five-star
rating system.

About Unit HierarchyAbout Unit Hierarchy

In addition to being able to replicate the organization of your institution for user management,
it is important to have an accurate organizational hierarchy, because hierarchy is directly
related to system settings within Interfolio Faculty Search, in addition to determining report
groupings.

Organization's Unit HierarchyOrganization's Unit Hierarchy

Interfolio Faculty Search can be set up to exactly mirror the organizational hierarchy of your
institution. The users that are available to be added to a search as a committee manager, or
that have control of administrative settings for a given search, are maintained through the unit
hierarchy. Administrators and committee managers are assigned to units to manage the
search. As an Administrator, you will have control of the settings for units at or below your level
of access.

 For example, a university might contain colleges or schools, which in turn contain
departments or programs. Any organizational structure is possible, and Administrators
can add a unit at any point in the hierarchy.

Understanding Unit Hierarchy in Faculty SearchUnderstanding Unit Hierarchy in Faculty Search

The image below is taken from the Administration page, and shows how an institution may
build out their organizational structure.

It is possible to push down settings, default forms, statuses, and more to the units beneath it,
or allow them to set their own for a more decentralized institution.
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 Some institutions build the hierarchy exactly as their organization is structured, which
can be very complicated and detailed, but others design it more simply to fit their
needs.

Note that the Institution is named Demo University. Within the default unit, Demo University,
are 4 different colleges/schools:

• College of Dentistry
• School of Architecture
• School of Arts and Sciences
• School of Music

Within the School of Music, we can see there 2 subunits:

• Demo University Conservatory
• Department of Critical and Comparative Studies in Music.

Within Demo University Conservatory there are two final subunits:

• Classical Musical Performance
• Jazz Studies
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About User ManagementAbout User Management

There are a few ways for users to be added to the system:

• During implementation, Interfolio will assist by bulk uploading users to the system.
• Alternatively, users can be added through the system by way of the API.
• Last, users can be manually added to the system. Administrators can add sub-

administrators and they then can continue or can add committee managers, and then either
user can add the other potential committee members or 'evaluators'. For example,
Administrator-A can add an administrator beneath them, Administrator-B. Administrator-B
can add Administrator-C. An all of them can add the relevant users and committee
managers for their own unit.

Learning MaterialsLearning Materials

Required LearningRequired Learning

• Setting Up Units - Ensure that your institution's hierarchy is up to date and matches your
institution's workflow.

• User Roles in Faculty Search - Keep user roles up-to-date and accurate to ensure efficiency
and efficacy at the institution.

• Manually Adding Users - Easily add individual users, or enable other administrators

Optional LearningOptional Learning

• Editing a User's Role - On the same page as manually adding users, you can quickly and
easily edit and manage a user's role, assuming you have a higher permission set them.

• Resend Invitation Email to Faculty Search User - On the same page as you edit a user's role,
you can quickly resend a user's invitation to access and set up their account within Interfolio
Faculty Search.

• Customize Branding and Logos of Interfolio Faculty Search - On the Administration Page in
Interfolio Faculty Search, you can customize the branding and logo of the related institution.
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Managing and Adding Organizational Units inManaging and Adding Organizational Units in
Faculty SearchFaculty Search

Interfolio Faculty Search uses a hierarchical structure of organizational units. One unit is at
the top of the hierarchy, such as a university, and other units are set up within or under the
higher unit, such as schools or colleges, which can in turn contain lower units such as
departments etc. This structure is used to determine many settings and permissions in the
program.

Faculty Search can be set up to exactly mirror the organizational hierarchy of your
institution, or any way that best fits the workflow of your organization. Any organizational
structure is possible, and administrators can add a unit at any point in the hierarchy. As an
administrator, you will have control of the settings for units at or below your level of access.

This article explains how to set up Faculty Search to mirror the structure of your
organization.

Your organizational hierarchy is created and edited from theYour organizational hierarchy is created and edited from the
Users, Units & Titles pageUsers, Units & Titles page
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To access the Users, Units & Titles page, select Users & GroupsTo access the Users, Units & Titles page, select Users & Groups
in the navigation bar on the left-hand side of the screenin the navigation bar on the left-hand side of the screen

Click to open the "Units" tabClick to open the "Units" tab
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Your existing organizational hierarchy is displayedYour existing organizational hierarchy is displayed

Click "Add Unit" to add a new unit to your organizationClick "Add Unit" to add a new unit to your organization

Enter the unit name and select the larger organizational unit toEnter the unit name and select the larger organizational unit to
which it belongs from the dropdown menu, and click "Save"which it belongs from the dropdown menu, and click "Save"

 Best Practice: Use the full name of the unit in your institutional hierarchy as this value
will appear on the landing page of every search.

In the example below, we have added a Department of German Language and Literature to the
School of Arts and Sciences.
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Enter as many units as you need to recreate the hierarchy ofEnter as many units as you need to recreate the hierarchy of
your institutionyour institution

You can add as many organizational levels as necessary.You can add as many organizational levels as necessary. For instance, the Department of
German Language and Literature could contain a smaller unit such as a major area of study. In
the example below we have added "20th Century German Literature" beneath the Department
of German Language and Literature.
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The units you add will show up in the list of units, each nested underThe units you add will show up in the list of units, each nested under
the appropriate higher organizational unitthe appropriate higher organizational unit

If you need to edit a unit, click the edit pencil in the same rowIf you need to edit a unit, click the edit pencil in the same row
as the unit you want to changeas the unit you want to change

Administrators and committee managers can access andAdministrators and committee managers can access and
manage the settings for each unit to which they have accessmanage the settings for each unit to which they have access
from the Administration pagefrom the Administration page

Navigate to the Administration pageNavigate to the Administration page
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Select a unitSelect a unit

Make sure you are editing the settings for the unit you want to manage by selecting the correct
unit from the drop down menu.

 Note:Note: If you have more than one role in Interfolio Faculty Search, or serve in more than
one unit, make sure you have the correct unit selected. For instance, if you are an
administrator in a unit, but also serve as a committee manager for a position, make
sure you select the correct role.

Likewise, to edit a different unit, select the unit from the drop down menu.
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User Roles in Interfolio's Faculty SearchUser Roles in Interfolio's Faculty Search

A user's role determines their capabilities in Interfolio Faculty Search. There are a few
different types of users in the program: Institutional Administrators, Administrators,
Committee Managers, Evaluators, and EEO Officers. Administrators can also be given EEO
access.

EvaluatorsEvaluators are assigned to one or more search committees or reviews by an Administrator
or Committee Manager. Evaluators can view applications, add labels to applications, and if
permissions allow, can add ratings and comments on applications.

Committee ManagersCommittee Managers supervise searches at the department level. Committee Managers
can edit settings and statuses (if permissions allow), view reports, communicate with
applicants, and evaluate applications.

AdministratorsAdministrators can create, manage, and monitor searches at their assigned institutional
level, or at units in the hierarchy below the unit they administer. They can also control
settings and permissions for the units administer.

Institutional AdministratorsInstitutional Administrators can control settings and view positions, applications, and
reports across an entire institution. They can also set up workflows in the program for
approving new positions, and approving new hires.

Equal Employment Opportunity OfficersEqual Employment Opportunity Officers are usually staff from Human Resources,
Institutional Diversity, or another campus office who are responsible for EEO standards and
practices at an institution. EEO officers monitor and run EEO reports on positions to which
they have access. They can also flag positions that may not meet an institution's diversity
requirements.

See below for an overview of the functions of each role.
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Interfolio Faculty Search User Role CapabilitiesInterfolio Faculty Search User Role Capabilities

InstitutionalInstitutional
AdministratorAdministrator
(w/EEO access)(w/EEO access)

AdministratorAdministrator CommitteeCommittee
ManagerManager EvaluatorEvaluator EEOEEO

OfficerOfficer

User Management and Administrative SettingsUser Management and Administrative Settings

Add/edit andAdd/edit and
managemanage
organizationalorganizational
unitsunits

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Add/edit andAdd/edit and
manage usersmanage users

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Set user roles andSet user roles and
permissionspermissions
including grantingincluding granting
user titlesuser titles

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Add custom logo toAdd custom logo to
the landing page ofthe landing page of
a positiona position

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Add customAdd custom
branding for anbranding for an
institutioninstitution

TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

PositionsPositions

View list ofView list of
positionspositions

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE

Create newCreate new
positions frompositions from
scratchscratch

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Create newCreate new
positions based onpositions based on
a previouslya previously
created positioncreated position

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Create an openCreate an open
rank searchrank search

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE
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Set position to anSet position to an
active and openactive and open
statusstatus

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Close a positionClose a position TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Record theRecord the
outcome of aoutcome of a
searchsearch

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Indicate if positionsIndicate if positions
need to beneed to be
approved beforeapproved before
postingposting

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Approve positionsApprove positions
for posting (IFfor posting (IF
assigned as theassigned as the
approver)approver)

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Publish the landingPublish the landing
page for a positionpage for a position

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Create and manageCreate and manage
EEO statementsEEO statements

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Create evaluationCreate evaluation
criteria for acriteria for a
positionposition

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Set up a search asSet up a search as
a blind reviewa blind review

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Create/editCreate/edit
documentdocument
requirements for arequirements for a
positionposition

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Create formCreate form
requirements for arequirements for a
positionposition

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Assign/UnassignAssign/Unassign
committeecommittee
members to searchmembers to search
committeecommittee

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE
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Set default,Set default,
institution-wideinstitution-wide
position statusesposition statuses

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Edit and assignEdit and assign
position statusesposition statuses

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Create/edit andCreate/edit and
manage custommanage custom
application formsapplication forms

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Create and manageCreate and manage
EEO formsEEO forms

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Set position changeSet position change
notificationsnotifications

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Create and manageCreate and manage
automatedautomated
notificationsnotifications
(messaging(messaging
templates)templates)

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

View notificationsView notifications TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE

View referralView referral
sources for asources for a
positionposition

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

ApplicationsApplications

View list ofView list of
applicants for aapplicants for a
positionposition

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE

Customize the listCustomize the list
view by addingview by adding
custom columns tocustom columns to
the listthe list

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE

Create newCreate new
columns using thecolumns using the
answers to customanswers to custom
form questionsform questions
(excluding EEO)(excluding EEO)

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE

Filter the list ofFilter the list of
applicants byapplicants by

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE
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degree,degree, applicationapplication
status, rating, tags,status, rating, tags,
and completionand completion

Save and restoreSave and restore
customized viewscustomized views
of the list includingof the list including
applied filters,applied filters,
keyword searches,keyword searches,
columns, sortcolumns, sort
order, andorder, and
paginationpagination

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE

View applicationsView applications TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE

DownloadDownload
applicant materialsapplicant materials

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE

Set default,Set default,
institution-wideinstitution-wide
applicationapplication
statusesstatuses

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Enable/disableEnable/disable
comments andcomments and
tagging ontagging on
applicationsapplications

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Send emailSend email
messages tomessages to
applicantsapplicants

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Share applicationsShare applications
by emailby email

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Assign/changeAssign/change
applicationapplication
statusesstatuses

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Archive/ unarchiveArchive/ unarchive
applicant recordsapplicant records

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Add new applicantAdd new applicant
records to therecords to the
system (create ansystem (create an

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE
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application onapplication on
behalf of anbehalf of an
applicant)applicant)

Add materials to anAdd materials to an
application onapplication on
behalf of anbehalf of an
applicantapplicant

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

Create and applyCreate and apply
tags to applicationstags to applications

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE

Rate and commentRate and comment
on applicationson applications

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE

Annotate (addAnnotate (add
notes) tonotes) to
applicationapplication
materials andmaterials and
export yourexport your
annotationsannotations

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE

Reports & LogsReports & Logs

Run standardRun standard
reportsreports

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE TRUETRUE

Run EEO reportsRun EEO reports
that includethat include
detailed anddetailed and
individualindividual
responsesresponses

TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE TRUETRUE

Run EEO reportsRun EEO reports
including onlyincluding only
responseresponse
summaries, nosummaries, no
individualindividual
responsesresponses

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE TRUETRUE

Download ReportsDownload Reports TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE TRUETRUE

View / downloadView / download
summary of EEOsummary of EEO
responsesresponses

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE TRUETRUE
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Flag Positions forFlag Positions for
Potential EEOPotential EEO
IssuesIssues

TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE TRUETRUE

View / downloadView / download
detailed EEOdetailed EEO
responsesresponses

TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE TRUETRUE

Report on theReport on the
outcome of aoutcome of a
searchsearch

TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE

View System LogsView System Logs TRUETRUE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE FALSEFALSE FALSEFALSE
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Add New Users - Faculty SearchAdd New Users - Faculty Search

Committee Managers and Administrators can add users to Interfolio Faculty Search. All
potential search committee members must be added as Interfolio users before they are
able to review applicants.

Users are managed from the Users & Groups page, locatedUsers are managed from the Users & Groups page, located
from the Navigation Barfrom the Navigation Bar

Click the "Add User" button to the right of the Users & UnitsClick the "Add User" button to the right of the Users & Units
pagepage

 Below is an example of the Committee Manager perspective.
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Fill out the "Add User" form with the user's name and emailFill out the "Add User" form with the user's name and email
addressaddress
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You can choose to add an additional message to the new user. ClickYou can choose to add an additional message to the new user. Click
preview to see how the message will appear in the inbox of the userpreview to see how the message will appear in the inbox of the user

Preview and and click "Send" when you are readyPreview and and click "Send" when you are ready

Important:Important: You can resend this invitation email at any time. For more information see the
article Resend the Interfolio Faculty Search Invitation Email.
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Add the new user to one or more units, and assign them rolesAdd the new user to one or more units, and assign them roles
in each unitin each unit

When a user is added, the "Edit User" window opens where you can add the user to one or
more units, and set their role in each unit to which they are added.

By default, new users are added to the program with the role of Evaluator, however, an
administrative user can grant any user a role equal to or lesser than their own role in any unit
they administer.

For instance, an Administrator in Faculty Search can add a user to the program and assign that
user the role of Administrator or Committee Manager for any of the units in their organizational
hierarchy. Committee Managers can add a user to the program, and grant that user the role of
Committee Manager or Evaluator in any administrative unit for which they serve as a
Committee Manager, but cannot add a user and make them an Administrator.
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Assign the user to a unit from the dropdown listAssign the user to a unit from the dropdown list
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Select a role for the user and click "Add"Select a role for the user and click "Add"

 Below is an example of an Administrator's view when editing a user's role.

If necessary, add the user to another unit and assign them a role in theIf necessary, add the user to another unit and assign them a role in the
new unit to which they are addednew unit to which they are added

In the example below, the user has been added as an Administrator with EEO access in the
College of Dentistry, but they can be added to as many units as necessary and assigned a
different role in each.
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Click "Update" when you are finished editing the userClick "Update" when you are finished editing the user
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The user will appear in the list of users listed with their unit andThe user will appear in the list of users listed with their unit and
rolerole
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Section 3 - AdministrativeSection 3 - Administrative
SettingsSettings
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Section 3 - Administrative SettingsSection 3 - Administrative Settings

 Click to go to the next section in this guide.

Click to go to the previous section in this guide.

Click to return to the table of contents.

The third section focuses on updating the institutional templates and settings that are being
used to run a search. Administrators at an institution or unit level can create standardized
forms or templates, and also set position and applicant statuses that fit the needs of their
institution's and/or unit.

Learning Goals:Learning Goals:

• Set up Position Statuses
• Set up Application Statuses
• Set up Message Templates
• Set up EEO Statement
• Set up EEO Form
• Set up Administrative Settings

VocabularyVocabulary

• Position StatusPosition Status - An essential position management tool to manage the committee process,
stages of the search, as well as automated applicant communications.

• Application StatusApplication Status - An applicant management tool to manage and organize application
packets

• EEOEEO - Equal Employment Opportunity, relevant to institutions within the United States.
• EEO MessageEEO Message - A legally required message regarding equal employment opportunity for

positions within the United States. Institutions can create and manage their own and send
down to subunits.

• EEO Form/TemplateEEO Form/Template - A legally required form regarding equal employment opportunity for
positions within the United States. Institutions can create and manage their own and send
down to subunits.
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Interfolio ConceptsInterfolio Concepts

Position and Application StatusesPosition and Application Statuses

Position and Application Statuses are used to mark the stages of a search and track the
progression of an applicant. Statuses are useful for sorting positions or applications and can be
a very effective tool for managing search processes that involve several steps.

Statuses in Interfolio Faculty Search can also be tied to settings in the product that control the
levels of access evaluators and applicants have to materials. For example, depending on your
settings, statuses can be used to determine when applicants can submit materials or when
Evaluators can review applications.

About Position StatusesAbout Position Statuses

Position statuses indicate where a position is within the committee's workflow. Some common
position statuses are "Accepting Applications," and "Reviewing Applications." These statuses are
useful for viewing or sorting a list of open positions.

In addition, each position status can carry its own set of rules that impact permissions in the
program. When creating a position status, you have the option of choosing whether:

1. Evaluators can review applications while this status is active
2. Applicants can update their application materials while this status is active
3. Applicants can see this status when it is active.

 For example, when changing a status from "Accepting Applications" to "Reviewing
Applications," you can set the program so that Evaluators can review application
materials, but applicants can no longer submit or update application materials.

About Application StatusesAbout Application Statuses

Application statuses are applied to individual applicants to indicate where their application is
within the search process; for instance, you might use "Not Selected", "Longlist", or "Shortlist"
as possible application statuses. This feature is particularly useful for sorting applicants and
controlling when subsets of applicants can and cannot update their applications.

Message templates are associated with these statuses to help control messaging to applicants.

When creating an application status, you can control whether:

1. Applicants can update their application materials while this status is active.
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2. Applicants can see this status.

If a search process requires applicants to add additional documents at a later time, application
statuses are the best way to accomplish that process. For instance, you might want to see
another letter of recommendation just from the top candidates halfway through your search.
By creating a "Shortlist" application status, you can allow just those applicants to submit more
materials. Application statuses are also beneficial because they help organize and narrow down
large lists of applicants.

Applicant/Application Form Management for AdministratorsApplicant/Application Form Management for Administrators

As part of the process of applying for a position, Interfolio's Faculty Search collects data such as
the names, emails, and contact information of applicants along with typical documents such as
cover letters, CVs, and letters of recommendation.

Administrators can collect additional information by creating custom application forms. Once
created, Administrators can add the forms to new or existing positions within their Interfolio
account.

These forms are also a filtering mechanism - you are able to go from 500 applicants to the
'Top-15' based on applicant responses to institutional questions.

For instance, if an institution is tracking where an individual went to undergrad to earn their
bachelor's degree, they can easily run a report to display that information and even filter by it.

Administrators can also mandate that a form be required for every position created within their
unit. This means that lower level administrators will not be able to remove the
form requirement when creating a position.

 Some examples of recommended forms:

• Marketing form (where did you hear about this position)
• Specialization form - select all that apply,
• Additional education form (for MA, PHD, etc)

EEO Forms and EEO StatementEEO Forms and EEO Statement

Equal Employment Opportunity Forms and the related EEO Statement are required by U.S. law
for all institutions offering employment. While the default forms and statement cannot be
modified institutions have the ability to create their own forms and clone the Interfolio default
form, to make any modifications to align with local regulations.
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Message TemplatesMessage Templates

Committee managers and administrators can create message templates that notify applicants
when the status of a position or application changes.

These help reduce the administrative burden because administrators don't need to spend time
sending individual emails and also they ensure that applicants receive the same messages.
and reduces the risk of one-off or ad-hoc messaging that may occur during the faculty search

process.

Message templates are created on the Administration page. When changing the status of an
applicant or position, you can select one of the message templates you've created and send it
out to applicants notifying them of the change. Of course, you will always have the opportunity
to edit and confirm messages before you send them.

Learning MaterialsLearning Materials

Required LearningRequired Learning

• About the Faculty Search Administration Page - This article will give administrator users a
good overview of the Administration page and the abilities it provides. This article links to
outside articles that are optional in relation to this guide, but may never-the-less be
beneficial to administrators.

• Managing the EEO Statements - Manage the Equal Employment Opportunity message that
appears to all applicants as they apply to this position. This statement is mandated by the
US Government and ensures that applicant diversity and personal information will remain
private.

• Create and Edit a VEVRAA/503-compliant EEO Form/Template - Along with the EEO
Statement above, the EEO Form is a standard form that is available to all Faculty Search
institutions at Interfolio. The Interfolio provided form cannot be edited, but you can easily
make a copy and make your own alterations, or start over with your own draft.

• Managing EEO Form/Template - Manage the Equal Employment Opportunity form that
appears to all applicants as they apply to this position. Learn to create and configure this
form to fit requirements of the institution and local policies.

• Create a Custom Application Form - Application forms are the primary way that institutions
can prompt applicants for information that would normally be captured via a standard form.
These forms can be configured to obtain information in a number of formats to ensure that
institutions can get a holistic view of their candidates for consideration.

• Video or Additional Materials on Application and Position Statuses -
• Create and Manage Message Templates - Learn how to create your own message templates

to automatically and consistently communicate with applicants to the committee's search.
The following article provides sample templates that are beneficial to many institutions.

• Sample Message Templates - A collection of messages that institutions can use when setting
up their message templates within Interfolio Faculty Search
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• Best Practice Guide: Installing an Institutional Set of Statuses - This guide is meant to help
institutions reset their old statuses and establish new, institutionally set statuses, and
includes information on restricting the creation of new statuses to ensure consistency within
the subunits.

• Create and Manage Position Statuses - Manage position statuses within Interfolio to create
standardized statuses for subunits. Committees use position statuses to indicate the current
stage and process and also use these statuses to setup automated messaging.

• Create and Manage Application Statuses - Manage application statuses within Interfolio to
create standardized statuses for subunits. Committees use application statuses to indicate
the current status of an application (ie- shortlist, longlist, interview, etc), and also use these
statuses to setup automated messaging.

Optional Settings within InterfolioOptional Settings within Interfolio

• Turn off Evaluator Comments and Tags - Administrators can setup a unit to disable all
evaluator comments and tags. When this is selected, no comments and no ratings may be
made on any applicant materials for a given unit.

• Require Approval for New Positions - Administrators can require all new committee searches
to go through an approval process. This will cause an email notification to be sent to the
administrator and require the approval before a position may proceed with the search.

• Setup Position Change Emails - Administrators can setup Interfolio notification emails to a
particular address so that the user knows if any position details have changed in any
searches within the unit.
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About the Faculty Search Administration PageAbout the Faculty Search Administration Page

From the "Administration" page of Faculty Search, Administrators can control settings for
their assigned unit(s), and Committee Managers can control settings and permissions for
the positions they manage. The following video explains the settings and options available
from the Administration page of Faculty Search. These topics are also covered in the article
that follows.

 The tabs that appear on the "Administation" page are determined by your level of
access in the program. Not all tabs listed below will appear for all users.
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To navigate to the Administration page:To navigate to the Administration page:

1. On the navigation bar select the Administrar option1. On the navigation bar select the Administrar option

Always make sure you are viewing settings for the correct unitAlways make sure you are viewing settings for the correct unit
or positionor position

The name of the unit or position you are viewing is displayed at the top left of the page.

 Any changes you make to the settings on the "Administration" page will be applied to
the unit or position listed here.

Click "Change" if you need to view and control settings for a different unit or position.
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Statuses:Statuses:

From the "Statuses" tab of the Administration page, you can create and manage:

1. Position Statuses:Position Statuses: Labels that describe the current state of the selection process, for
example, “Accepting Applications”

2. Application Statuses:Application Statuses: Labels that describe the current state of the applicant in the review
process, for example, “Longlist” or “No Further Consideration”

 See here for more information on how to create a position status, and how to create
an application status.
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Message Templates:Message Templates:

From the "Message Templates" tab you can create and manage message templates to send
customized messages to applicants when the status of a position or application changes. You
can set the conditions when the message will be sent, and you can edit and confirm messages
before sending them.

 See here for more information on how to set up applicant notification message
templates.
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EEO Statement:EEO Statement:

From the "EEO Statement" tab, administrative users can create, edit, and set the EEO statement
for positions created in a unit.

 See here for more information on managing EEO statements.
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Application Forms:Application Forms:

From the "Application Forms" tab, Administrators can create application forms to collect
information from applicants. Administrators can also create EEO forms and designate forms as
default for a unit.

 See here for more information on creating application forms, and EEO forms.
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Communications:Communications:

From the "Communications" tab, Administrators can set whether or not reviewers can
comment and assign tags to applications. Administrators can require approval for new
positions, set who to notify when a position changes, and set the sender name and "reply-to"
address for email messages.

 See here for more information on requiring approval to post new positions.
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Farther down the page....Farther down the page....
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Logo:Logo:

From the "Logo" tab, administrative users can upload and change the logo that will display on
positions created by a unit or set the logo for a particular position.

 See here for more information on add a logo to the landing page of a position.

Faculty Search Administrative 'Settings'Faculty Search Administrative 'Settings'

As of March 2018, Faculty Search clients have access to a public positions list. This is a public
URL that can be distributed and displays all positions for a given institution.
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Managing EEO StatementsManaging EEO Statements

Faculty Search provides administrative users with a standard, government mandated EEO
statement to use for your searches. Administrators can use this statement as is, edit it, or
add their own.

Administrators in the program can also set a default EEO statment that will become
available to all units creating positions at the institution.

Changes made to the EEO statement can be sent down to all lower administrative units.

Follow the directions below to view or edit the standard EEO statement.

1. Access the "Administration" page1. Access the "Administration" page

From the Navigation bar, select the Administration pageFrom the Navigation bar, select the Administration page
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2. Check to make sure you are editing settings for the correct2. Check to make sure you are editing settings for the correct
administrative unitadministrative unit

3. Open the "EEO Information" tab and look for the "Current3. Open the "EEO Information" tab and look for the "Current
EEO Statement"EEO Statement"

The image below shows what an Administrator in the program would see when setting up a
default EEO statement for an institution.
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If editing of the EEO statement has been disabled at a higherIf editing of the EEO statement has been disabled at a higher
administrative level, the option to change the EEO statement will notadministrative level, the option to change the EEO statement will not
appear:appear:
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4. Click "Actions" to the right of the page4. Click "Actions" to the right of the page

5. To use the default government mandated EEO statement:5. To use the default government mandated EEO statement:

Select "Use government mandated EEO statement"Select "Use government mandated EEO statement"

Indicate if you want to also update the EEO statement for all unitsIndicate if you want to also update the EEO statement for all units
below the unit you are editingbelow the unit you are editing

If you click "No," the statement will only be changed for the administrative level you are
currently editing.
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6. To add your own statement:6. To add your own statement:

Select "Add your own statement"Select "Add your own statement"

The default statement will appear, and you can edit it to make changesThe default statement will appear, and you can edit it to make changes

Indicate if you want to also update the EEO statement for all unitsIndicate if you want to also update the EEO statement for all units
below the unit you are editingbelow the unit you are editing

If you click "No," the statement will only be changed for the administrative level you are
currently editing.
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7. You can enable or disable changes to the EEO statement7. You can enable or disable changes to the EEO statement

 Disabling changes to the EEO statement will prevent administrators at the units below
the current unit from making changes to the EEO statement. It will automatically copy
the current statement to those units.
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Create and Edit a VEVRAA/503-compliant EEOCreate and Edit a VEVRAA/503-compliant EEO
FormForm

Faculty Search provides Institutional Administrators with a standard, VEVRAA/503-compliant
EEO form, available from the Administration page. The form can be used as is, or cloned
and edited.

To access the standard EEO form:To access the standard EEO form:

1. From the navigation bar, select the Administration page1. From the navigation bar, select the Administration page
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2. Check to make sure you are editing settings for the correct2. Check to make sure you are editing settings for the correct
administrative unitadministrative unit
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3. Open the "EEO Information" tab3. Open the "EEO Information" tab

4. Scroll down to EEO Forms, and look for the "EEO-1/Affirmative4. Scroll down to EEO Forms, and look for the "EEO-1/Affirmative
Action Voluntary Self Identification Form"Action Voluntary Self Identification Form"
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5. Click to edit the form5. Click to edit the form

In compliance with VEVRAA/503, our default standard EEO formIn compliance with VEVRAA/503, our default standard EEO form
cannot be edited, but a duplicate can be created andcannot be edited, but a duplicate can be created and
customized:customized:

Create a duplicate by renaming the default form and clicking "Save"Create a duplicate by renaming the default form and clicking "Save"
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Edit the duplicate form you createEdit the duplicate form you create

Indicate if the form should be required for all new positionsIndicate if the form should be required for all new positions
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Create an EEO FormCreate an EEO Form

Administrators in Faculty Search can create custom EEO forms. Admins can set the program
to require the EEO form for all new positions, and designate a form as the default for all
new positions created.

Faculty Search also provides Institutional Administrators with a standard, VEVRAA/
503-compliant EEO form, available from the Administration page. The form can be used as
is, or cloned and edited.

Administrators can see here for more information on how to create and edit a VEVRAA/
503-compliant EEO form.

1. Access the "Administration" page1. Access the "Administration" page

From the navigation menu, select the Administration pageFrom the navigation menu, select the Administration page

2. Check to make sure you are editing settings for the correct2. Check to make sure you are editing settings for the correct
administrative unitadministrative unit

 The form you create will be available to positions created at or below the unit
displayed.
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3. Open the "EEO Information" tab3. Open the "EEO Information" tab
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4. Scroll down to the EEO forms section4. Scroll down to the EEO forms section

5. Click "Add" to begin creating a new form5. Click "Add" to begin creating a new form
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6. Give your form a title6. Give your form a title

7. Enter a description of the form and indicate if the form7. Enter a description of the form and indicate if the form
should be required by all new positionsshould be required by all new positions
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8. Click "Add Question" (at the lower left of the screen)8. Click "Add Question" (at the lower left of the screen)

9. Add the question title and help information9. Add the question title and help information

10. Select a question type10. Select a question type

 You can choose between five question types. See below for a description of the
available question types.
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11. Indicate if the question is required to complete form11. Indicate if the question is required to complete form
(cannot be left blank or skipped)(cannot be left blank or skipped)
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12. If the question type is multiple choice, checkboxes or a grid,12. If the question type is multiple choice, checkboxes or a grid,
you will need to enter possible answersyou will need to enter possible answers

13. Click "Show Applicant Preview" to see how the form will13. Click "Show Applicant Preview" to see how the form will
appear to applicantsappear to applicants

14. When you are finished, your form will appear in the list of14. When you are finished, your form will appear in the list of
forms on the EEO Information tabforms on the EEO Information tab

You can click the pencil to edit, or click "x" to delete the form.

 You cannot restore a form once it has been deleted.
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About Question Types:

 You can create five types of questions on EEO forms.

Text QuestionsText Questions

Text questions prompt applicants to respond with one line of text. These are best suited for
short answer, free-form responses.

Paragraph QuestionsParagraph Questions

Provide applicants with an entire text box for their answer. Best suited for longer, paragraph-
form responses.
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Multiple Choice QuestionsMultiple Choice Questions

Presents multiple answers and applicants can choose one. This type of question can also work
for True/False, Yes/No, and other binary questions. You can also provide applicants with a box
for "Other," where they enter their own answer.

CheckboxesCheckboxes

These provide applicants with multiple answer choices, of which they can choose one or more.
You can provide applicants with a box for "Other," where they can enter their own answer.

Grid QuestionsGrid Questions

Applicants can select one option per row. This type of question can be used to express
preferences, e.g., which courses the applicant would like to teach.
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Organizing Forms:

 Once your questions are added you can drag and drop to change the order in which
they appear and also add formatting to customize how the form displays.

 For more complex forms, we recommend including these elements for order and
clarity:

1. Section Divider: A simple horizontal line that can visually break up the form.
2. Section Heading: A large-text label that can be placed atop a discrete section of your

form.
3. Section Description: Contextual text that can be tucked underneath a heading and

above the actual questions.

To add elements to the form, click the down arrow to the right of "AddTo add elements to the form, click the down arrow to the right of "Add
Question" at the bottom left of the pageQuestion" at the bottom left of the page
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Select an element to addSelect an element to add
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Create a Custom Application FormCreate a Custom Application Form

As part of the process of applying for a position, Interfolio's Faculty Search collects data
such as the names, emails, and contact information of applicants along with typical
documents such as cover letters, CVs, and letters of recommendation.

Administrators can collect additional information by creating custom application forms.
Once created, Administrators can add the forms to new or existing positions within their
Interfolio account.

Administrators can also mandate that a form be required for every position created within
their unit. This means that lower level administrators will not be able to remove the form
requirement when creating a position. See here for more information on making any form
mandatory in Faculty Search.

1. Access the "Administration" page

From the navigation pane, select the Administration option.From the navigation pane, select the Administration option.

2. Check to make sure you are editing settings for the correct2. Check to make sure you are editing settings for the correct
administrative unitadministrative unit

 The form you create will be available to positions created at or below the unit
displayed.
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3. Open the "Application Forms" tab3. Open the "Application Forms" tab

 If forms are already available to this unit or position, they will be displayed in the list.
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4. Click "Add" to begin creating a new form4. Click "Add" to begin creating a new form
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5. Give your form a title and click "Save"5. Give your form a title and click "Save"

The "Edit Form" window will openThe "Edit Form" window will open

Enter a description of the form.
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6. Click "Add Question"6. Click "Add Question"

7. Enter your question title, add any help information for the7. Enter your question title, add any help information for the
questionquestion
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8. Select a question type8. Select a question type

 You can choose between five question types. See below for a description of the
available question types.

9. Indicate if this question is required and click "Save"9. Indicate if this question is required and click "Save"
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10. If the question type is multiple choice, checkboxes or a grid,10. If the question type is multiple choice, checkboxes or a grid,
you will need to enter possible answersyou will need to enter possible answers

11. Indicate whether or not the form should be required for all11. Indicate whether or not the form should be required for all
positions created by the unitpositions created by the unit

Requiring this form will prevent administrators of lower level units from removing the form as a
requisite for posting new positions.
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12. Click "Show Applicant Preview" to see how the form will12. Click "Show Applicant Preview" to see how the form will
appear to applicantsappear to applicants

About Question Types:

 You can create five types of questions.

Text QuestionsText Questions

Text questions prompt applicants to respond with one line of text. These are best suited for
short answer, free-form responses.

Paragraph QuestionsParagraph Questions

Provide applicants with an entire text box for their answer. Best suited for longer, paragraph-
form responses.
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Multiple Choice QuestionsMultiple Choice Questions

Presents multiple answers and applicants can choose one. This type of question can also work
for True/False, Yes/No, and other binary questions. You can also provide applicants with a box
for "Other," where they enter their own answer.

CheckboxesCheckboxes

These provide applicants with multiple answer choices, of which they can choose one or more.
You can provide applicants with a box for "Other," where they can enter their own answer.
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Grid QuestionsGrid Questions

Applicants can select one option per row. This type of question can be used to express
preferences, e.g., which courses the applicant would like to teach.

Organizing Forms:

 Once your questions are added you can drag and drop to change the order in which
they appear and also add formatting to customize how the form displays.

 For more complex forms, we recommend including these elements for order and
clarity:

1. Section Divider: A simple horizontal line that can visually break up the form.
2. Section Heading: A large-text label that can be placed atop a discrete section of your

form.
3. Section Description: Contextual text that can be tucked underneath a heading and

above the actual questions.
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To add elements to the form, click the down arrow to the right of "AddTo add elements to the form, click the down arrow to the right of "Add
Question" at the bottom left of the pageQuestion" at the bottom left of the page

Select an element to addSelect an element to add
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Create and Manage Message TemplatesCreate and Manage Message Templates

Committee Managers and Administrators can create message templates that notify
applicants when the status of a position or application changes.

Message templates are created on the "Administration" page. When changing the status of
an applicant or position, you can select one of the message templates you've created and
send it out to applicants notifying them of the change. Of course, you will always have the
opportunity to edit and confirm messages before you send them.

See here for a list of sample message templates.

This article explains:

1. How to create message templates to notify applicants of changes in the status of a
position or application

2. How to use the message templates you create to notify applicants of a change in
application or position status

1. From the navigation bar, select the Administration option1. From the navigation bar, select the Administration option
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2. Open the "Message Templates" tab of the "Administration"2. Open the "Message Templates" tab of the "Administration"
pagepage
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3. Click "Add" to create a new message template3. Click "Add" to create a new message template

4. Enter the message information including the "from name,"4. Enter the message information including the "from name,"
the "reply to" email address, a subject, and the message textthe "reply to" email address, a subject, and the message text
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The messages you create will appear when you make a changeThe messages you create will appear when you make a change
in the status of a position or application:in the status of a position or application:

For example, let's say you want to send a message to all applicants thanking them and letting
them know that you are now reviewing applications. You will be changing the status of the
position from "Accepting Applications," to "Reviewing Applications."

1. Open the "Applications" page of the position and select all1. Open the "Applications" page of the position and select all
applicants in the listapplicants in the list
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2. Click to change the status of the position2. Click to change the status of the position

3. Click to send a message to applicants with the change3. Click to send a message to applicants with the change
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4. Click to open the list of available message templates4. Click to open the list of available message templates

5. Select the template from the list5. Select the template from the list
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6. Confirm the message and make any necessary changes. Click6. Confirm the message and make any necessary changes. Click
"preview" to see how the message will appear to recipients."preview" to see how the message will appear to recipients.

7. Click "Confirm" to send the message, or "Edit" to make changes7. Click "Confirm" to send the message, or "Edit" to make changes
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For application statuses, the process is the same:For application statuses, the process is the same:

For example, let's say you want to send a message to only some applicants inviting them to an
interview.

1. On the applications page, select the applicants you want to notify1. On the applications page, select the applicants you want to notify
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2. Select the new application status2. Select the new application status

3. Confirm the change and select "Send message to selected applicants3. Confirm the change and select "Send message to selected applicants
with this change"with this change"
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4. Select the message template from the drop down list as shown4. Select the message template from the drop down list as shown
below:below:
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5. Click "Preview" to see how the message will appear to the applicant,5. Click "Preview" to see how the message will appear to the applicant,
and send when you are readyand send when you are ready

 See here for a list of sample message templates.
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Sample Message TemplatesSample Message Templates

Below you will find some sample message templates you can cut and paste into the
program when creating message templates.

 Note: You can use the following text variable to automatically fill in the applicant's first
and last name:

%ApplicantName%

We need more information

Subject: Your application - need more information

Dear %ApplicantName%,

While in the process of reviewing your application, some additional questions have come up.

(You may want to choose one or more of the following):

Can you please clarify your answer for the following question?

Can you please upload a different version of your resume or cover letter? The formatting wasn’t
compatible with our system so we are having trouble deciphering it.

Can you please clarify your availability or salary or references or ?

If you have any questions or concerns, please reach out and let me know at your earliest
convenience.

Sincerely,

DEPT CHAIR NAME & CONTACT INFO

Your candidacy - Checking in

Subject: Your candidacy - Checking in

Dear %ApplicantName%,

I hope your week is going well. I wanted to touch base with you so that you wouldn’t think we
had forgotten you. The Hiring Committee expects to make decisions about second interviews
for the position “%PositionName%” next week. I’ll be getting back to you as soon as I can after I
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hear back. In the meantime, please let me know of any questions you have for me or anything
new on your end that the Hiring Committee should know about. Thanks again, and have a
wonderful weekend!

Sincerely,

DEPT CHAIR NAME & CONTACT INFO

Your Application - Update

Subject: Your Application - Update

Dear %ApplicantName%,

Just a quick note to say we have not forgotten about you. It is taking quite some time to review
all of the applications for the position “%PositionName%”. Hang in there, we will provide an
update as soon as possible.

(Institution Name) Faculty Hiring Team

Your Candidacy - Under Consideration

Subject: Your Candidacy - Under Consideration

Dear %ApplicantName%,

We wanted to provide a quick update. Your application has been reviewed and is currently
being considered among other qualified candidates. Keep an eye out for further updates.

(Institution Name) Faculty Hiring Team

Scheduling Phone Interview

Subject: Your Candidacy - Scheduling Phone Interview

Dear %ApplicantName%,

The hiring committee has reviewed your qualifications and would like to move you forward in
the process. The next step is a phone interview with the committee chair. S/he will have some
detailed questions about your experience and go into the needs for the open position and the
team.

Sincerely,

DEPT CHAIR NAME & CONTACT INFO
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Skype Interview Confirmation

Hello %ApplicantName%,

Thank you for your response/speaking with me. Per your email/our conversation, you are
confirmed for your virtual interview for the POSITION TITLE position. You will be interviewing on
DATE and TIME Pacific. You will be meeting with Interviewers for Duration.

For this interview, we will be connecting over Skype. Please use your Skype account you
provided: SKYPE USERNAME.

1) If you have not already downloaded Skype, please visit http://www.skype.com/downloads/ to
download and install Skype.

2) If you are unfamiliar with Skype please familiarize yourself in advance at
http://www.skype.com/en/what-is-skype/

3) We will add you as a contact on Skype 15 minutes prior to the interview, using the
(Institution Name) inson Cancer Research Center’s Skype interview account.

4) Please do not initiate a call to the (Institution Name) Skype interview account. You will
receive a call from the account to begin the interview.

5) Skype requires a webcam with an integrated microphone, or a webcam and additional
microphone to communicate. Please test your webcam and microphone prior to your interview
to ensure that the interview begins on time. Please refer to https://support.skype.com/en/ if
you have difficulties with sound or video quality.

Please let me know if you have any questions, we look forward to speaking with you.

Sincerely,

SIGNATURE

In-person Interview (Address)

Hello %ApplicantName%,

Thank you for your response/speaking with me. Per your email/our conversation, you are
confirmed for your interview for the POSITION TITLE position. You will be interviewing on DATE
and TIME Pacific. You will be meeting with Interviewers for Duration.

Your interview will be held at (ADDRESS) When you enter the building for your interview, please
tell the reception/security desk to call extension x XXXX and PERSON ESCORTING will meet you
for the interview.

There is paid street parking OR you may park in the visitor lot on the main campus directly in
front of the Yale Building and then walk over to 1100 Eastlake Ave E. (about a 5-10 min walk). If
you choose to park for free and then walk over, please sign in at the transportation desk in the
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Yale building. If your interview exceeds 2 hours, please show the parking office your interview
schedule and they will extend your visitor parking time. Directions to the campus can be found
on our website.

Please let me know if you have any questions or if you need clarification on the directions/
parking!

Sincerely,

SIGNATURE

In-person Interview Request

Hello %ApplicantName%,

Thank you for your time and interest in the POSITION TITLE position. We would like to move
you forward in the process and schedule you for an in-person interview. At your earliest
convenience, please give me a call or reply to this email so we can discuss additional details
regarding your availability.

I look forward to hearing from you!

Sincerely,

SIGNATURE

Phone Interview Confirmation

Hello %ApplicantName%,

Thank you for your interest in the POSITION TITLE position at the Recruiting Workflow: Job :
Organization. This email confirms your phone interview with RECRUITER NAME on DATE and
TIME Pacific. The recruiter will call you at the following number to begin the interview: PHONE
NUMBER. Please allow 20-30 minutes.

Feel free to contact me if you have any questions or if I can be of further assistance. We look
forward to speaking with you!

Best regards,

SIGNATURE

Candidacy Update / reject

Hello %ApplicantName%,

Thank you for considering (Institution Name) as an option in your career search. We have
reviewed your resume and qualifications. The choice for this position has been a difficult one.
We have been fortunate to have a large number of applicants with a wealth of knowledge and
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experience. Your credentials are very impressive, and we are sure you would contribute to our
University. However, we feel that another candidate more closely meets our needs at this time,
and so we regret to inform you that we are no longer considering you as a candidate. In no way
should this be considered a negative reflection of your experience or qualifications.

We greatly appreciate your interest in this position and the time and effort that you have spent
to supply us with information. We wish you well in your career endeavors, and again thank you
for your interest.

Sincerely,

DEPT CHAIR NAME & CONTACT INFO

Your Candidacy at (Institution Name) - Update/Reject

Hello %ApplicantName%,

Thank you for considering (Institution Name) as an option in your career search. We have
reviewed your resume and qualifications. The choice for this position has been a difficult one.
We have been fortunate to have a large number of applicants with a wealth of knowledge and
experience. Your credentials are very impressive, and we are sure you would contribute to our
University. However, we feel that another candidate more closely meets our needs at this time,
and so we regret to inform you that we are no longer considering you as a candidate. In no way
should this be considered a negative reflection of your experience or qualifications.

We greatly appreciate your interest in this position and the time and effort that you have spent
supplying us with information. While we are moving forward with another candidate, we are
eager to stay in touch as we do think you could be a good fit for future openings and will reach
out again if we find a good match. In the meantime, we wish you well in your career endeavors,
and again thank you for your interest.

Sincerely,

DEPT CHAIR NAME & CONTACT INFO

Your Candidacy at (Institution Name) - Rejected

Hello %ApplicantName%,

We really appreciate that you took the time to consider (Institution Name) . We know there are
a lot of organizations hiring out there, and realize the time and effort it must have taken to
prepare and submit your application for consideration.

The team was really impressed with your ability to get things done even with limited
experience such as when you built out the entire ecommerce and payment solution at
[previous company]. Ultimately, we selected a candidate with more hands-on customer
implementation experience.
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We were truly impressed with your qualifications and experience and we know you would have
added significant value to our team. We hope you don’t mind if we reach out to you in the
future.

All the best in your career endeavors.

Sincerely,

DEPT CHAIR NAME & CONTACT INFO

Decline - General

Hello %ApplicantName%,

On behalf of (Institution Name) , we wanted to sincerely thank you for your interest with our
POSITION TITLE position within our DIVISION.

As with all our faculty member roles, each represents a unique blend of both the science and
the interests of each faculty member candidate. This becomes a complex recruitment in
identifying the optimum fit within a specific period of time. For this current search, we do feel
the match is not aligned enough to continue forward, but your research and accomplishments
are highly respected and we will be looking to your work with our future faculty member
searches.

If you have any questions or inquiries either now or in the future, please do not hesitate to
reach out to us directly.

Sincerely,

SIGNATURE

Decline - Onsite Interview

Hello %ApplicantName%,

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for taking the time recently to speak with us
regarding our need for a POSITION TITLE. We enjoyed speaking with you and appreciated your
patience throughout our search process.

While we were very impressed with your qualifications, we were faced with a difficult decision,
and I regret to inform you that we finally selected another candidate who we believe more
closely matches what we are looking for in the position.

However, we will be glad to keep your resume on file should we become aware of any other
appropriate positions in the near future. I would also encourage you to visit our website as new
positions become available.

Thank you again for your interest and good luck in all your future endeavors!

Best Regards,
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SIGNATURE

Decline - Onsite Interview

Hello %ApplicantName%,

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for taking the time recently to speak with us
regarding our need for a POSITION TITLE. We enjoyed speaking with you and appreciated your
patience throughout our search process.

While we were very impressed with your qualifications, we were faced with a difficult decision,
and I regret to inform you that we finally selected another candidate who we believe more
closely matches what we are looking for in the position.

However, we will be glad to keep your resume on file should we become aware of any other
appropriate positions in the near future. I would also encourage you to visit our website as new
positions become available.

Thank you again for your interest and good luck in all your future endeavors!

Best Regards,

SIGNATURE

Voicemail Follow-Up - Recruiter Interview 1st Attempt

Hello %ApplicantName%,

Thank you for your interest in the POSITION TITLE position. I am following up on the voicemail I
left for you earlier today to schedule a phone interview with our recruiter. Please give me a call
at your earliest convenience to discuss next steps or reply to this email with your availability for
this and next week so I can schedule accordingly.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Best regards,

SIGNATURE
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Best Practice Guide: Installing an InstitutionalBest Practice Guide: Installing an Institutional
Set of Position and Application StatusesSet of Position and Application Statuses

Institutional Administrators can create a set list of position and application statuses for all
their units to use. This article explains how Institutional Administrators can "reset" all
statuses for an entire account by creating a new set of position and or application statuses,
sending that list down to replace any statuses created by lower units, and then locking the
statuses in place by disabling the creation of new statuses. This process will ensure that all
units are using the same list of statuses, in the same order.

Access the "Administration" settings of Faculty SearchAccess the "Administration" settings of Faculty Search

Select the Administration option from the navigation barSelect the Administration option from the navigation bar

Make sure you are editing the settings for the correctMake sure you are editing the settings for the correct
administrative unitadministrative unit

Since you are resetting statuses for the entire institution, you should be editing the settings for
the highest administrative level in the hierarchy.
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To reset position statuses:

1. Disable the ability of lower administrative units to create new1. Disable the ability of lower administrative units to create new
position statusesposition statuses

2. Confirm that you want to disable position status creation for all2. Confirm that you want to disable position status creation for all
lower unitslower units
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3. You may want to delete existing statuses to start with a clean slate.3. You may want to delete existing statuses to start with a clean slate.
Click "x" to delete a statusClick "x" to delete a status

4. Click "Actions" and select "Add new status"4. Click "Actions" and select "Add new status"
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5. Enter the name of the status and set the associated permissions5. Enter the name of the status and set the associated permissions

6. Confirm that you want to send the status down to lower units6. Confirm that you want to send the status down to lower units
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7. Repeat steps 4 thru 6 above to create a complete set of statuses for7. Repeat steps 4 thru 6 above to create a complete set of statuses for
the institutionthe institution

 To reorder the list of statuses; hover over the status and click and drag. This will
change the order in which the statuses appear in the program.
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8. Click "Actions" and select "Send statuses to lower units"8. Click "Actions" and select "Send statuses to lower units"

9. Confirm that want to send the list of statuses down to all lower9. Confirm that want to send the list of statuses down to all lower
units. This will replace all statuses created by lower units with the newunits. This will replace all statuses created by lower units with the new
list of statuses you've createdlist of statuses you've created

To reset application statuses:

The process is the same for installing a set of application statuses.
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1. Scroll down to the "Application Status" section, and disable the1. Scroll down to the "Application Status" section, and disable the
ability of lower administrative units to create new application statusesability of lower administrative units to create new application statuses

2. Confirm that you want to disable application status creation for all2. Confirm that you want to disable application status creation for all
lower unitslower units
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3. You may want to delete existing statuses to start with a clean slate.3. You may want to delete existing statuses to start with a clean slate.
Click "x" to delete a statusClick "x" to delete a status

4. Click "Actions" and select "Add new status"4. Click "Actions" and select "Add new status"

5. Enter the name of the status and set the associated permissions5. Enter the name of the status and set the associated permissions
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6. Confirm that you want to send the status down to lower units6. Confirm that you want to send the status down to lower units

7. Repeat steps 4 thru 6 above to create a complete set of statuses for7. Repeat steps 4 thru 6 above to create a complete set of statuses for
the institutionthe institution

 To reorder the list of statuses; hover over the status and click and drag. This will
change the order in which the statuses appear in the program.
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8. Click "Actions" and select "Send statuses to lower units"8. Click "Actions" and select "Send statuses to lower units"

9. Confirm that want to send the list of statuses down to all lower9. Confirm that want to send the list of statuses down to all lower
units. This will replace all statuses created by lower units with the newunits. This will replace all statuses created by lower units with the new
list of statuses you've createdlist of statuses you've created
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Create and Manage Position StatusesCreate and Manage Position Statuses

If permissions allow, Committee Managers and Administrators can create position statuses,
such as "Accepting Applications," or "Under Review," to mark the current state of a position
review.

Position statuses are created on the "Administration" page of a unit in Faculty Search.

When creating statuses, you have the option to enable or disable position status creation
for all administrative units below the unit you are editing. You also have the option of
making the position statuses you create available for units below the unit you are currently
editing.

Finally, Administrators can choose to send the entire set of position statuses down to
administrative units that are lower in the hierarchy.

 Note that the option to create statuses may appear as "locked" if an Administrator
from a higher unit has disabled position status creation.

1. On the navigation bar select the Administrar option1. On the navigation bar select the Administrar option
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2. Make sure you are editing settings for the correct unit2. Make sure you are editing settings for the correct unit

 The settings you make on this page apply to the unit displayed at the top left of the
page. Click the drop down menu to select another unit.

The changes you make here will apply to the current administrative unit, but you can
also disable the creation of application statuses for lower units, and send application
statuses or the set of application statuses down to lower units.

3. On the "Statuses" tab, look for the "Position Status" section at3. On the "Statuses" tab, look for the "Position Status" section at
the top of the pagethe top of the page
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 If position status is disabled, you will see a notice that changes to position statuses
have been locked by a higher unit, as shown below:

4. Click "Actions"4. Click "Actions"

 The "Actions" menu and the option to enable or disable position status creation will
not appear if an Administrator of a higher administrative unit has disabled position
status creation.

5. Select "Add new status"5. Select "Add new status"
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6. Enter the status name and indicate the permissions6. Enter the status name and indicate the permissions
associated with the statusassociated with the status

Set permissions by indicating whether Evaluators can review applications, applicants can
update materials, and applicants can view the status when it is applied to a position. Click
"Save" to apply the changes.

7. Once you have created a status you will have the option to7. Once you have created a status you will have the option to
send that status down to lower administrative unitssend that status down to lower administrative units

To send the entire set of position statuses down to lower units:

 When you send the new set of statuses to lower units, you will replace any statuses
they have created.
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Click "Action" and select "Send statuses to lower units"Click "Action" and select "Send statuses to lower units"

Confirm that you want to replace any statuses the lower units haveConfirm that you want to replace any statuses the lower units have
createdcreated

To enable or disable position status creation for lower
administrative units:

Click to disable or enable status creationClick to disable or enable status creation

When disabled, units below cannot create, edit or delete statuses, but you can still create and
edit statuses for the current unit.
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To edit existing position statuses:

1. Click the edit pencil next to the status1. Click the edit pencil next to the status
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2. Make your edits and click "Save"2. Make your edits and click "Save"
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Create and Manage Application StatusesCreate and Manage Application Statuses

If permissions allow it, Committee Managers and Administrators can create application
statuses (such as "Longlist," or "Shortlist," or "Removed From Consideration") that can be
used to mark where an application is in the process of review.

Application statuses are created on the "Administration" page of a unit in Faculty Search.
The individual statuses you create, or even the whole set of application statuses can be sent
down to lower units.

 Note that the option to create statuses may appear as "locked" if an Administrator
from a higher unit has disabled position status creation.

1. From your navigation bar, click "Administration"1. From your navigation bar, click "Administration"

2. Check to make sure you are editing settings for the correct2. Check to make sure you are editing settings for the correct
unitunit

 The changes you make here will apply to the current administrative unit, but you can
also disable the creation of application statuses for lower units, and send application
statuses or the set of application statuses down to lower units.
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3. On the "Statuses" tab, scroll down to "Application Status"3. On the "Statuses" tab, scroll down to "Application Status"
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 If position status is disabled, you will see a notice that changes to position statuses
have been locked by a higher unit, as shown below"

4. Click "Actions"4. Click "Actions"

 The "Actions" menu and the option to enable or disable application status creation will
not appear if an Administrator of a higher adminstrative unit has disabled position
status creation.
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5. Select "Add new status"5. Select "Add new status"

6. Enter the status name, set whether or not applicants can6. Enter the status name, set whether or not applicants can
update application materials, and view the status when it isupdate application materials, and view the status when it is
applied, and click to saveapplied, and click to save

7. You will be given the option to provide this status for any7. You will be given the option to provide this status for any
units that are below the unit you are editingunits that are below the unit you are editing
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To send the entire set of application statuses down to lower
units:

 When you send the new set of statuses to lower units, you will replace any statuses
they have created.

Click "Action" and select "Send statuses to lower units"Click "Action" and select "Send statuses to lower units"

Confirm that you want to replace any statuses the lower units haveConfirm that you want to replace any statuses the lower units have
createdcreated
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To enable or disable application status creation for lower
administrative units:

Click to disable or enable status creationClick to disable or enable status creation

When disabled, units below cannot create, edit or delete statuses, but you can still create and
edit statuses for the current unit.

To edit existing statuses, click the blue "edit" pencil
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Edit the status and click to "Save"Edit the status and click to "Save"
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Section 4 - Creating andSection 4 - Creating and
Distributing a SearchDistributing a Search
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Section 4 - Creating and Distributing a PositionSection 4 - Creating and Distributing a Position
SearchSearch

 Click to go to the next section in this guide.

Click to go to the previous section in this guide.

Click to return to the table of contents.

This section of the guide focuses on creating a search, setting requirements, assigning forms
and templates within Interfolio, and then also distributing the URL that applicants will use to
navigate to the application landing page. This landing page, the first page that applicants will
see when navigating position, that contains general position information and a button to apply.
Also, Interfolio Faculty Search keeps track of all receiving sources of the potential applicants to
inform institution search committees of the most productive messages and postings that they
have made.

Learning Goals:Learning Goals:

• How to Create and Edit a Position
• Required and Optional Materials
• Custom Criteria and Ratings
• Distributing a Search URL
• Managing Committee Members

VocabularyVocabulary

• Landing PageLanding Page - The page that applicants first encounter when navigating to the application.
It contains basic information regarding the position's salary, benefits, and responsibilities

• Position/SearchPosition/Search - A single search within Interfolio Faculty Search
• Open DateOpen Date - The date that the position will automatically publish the position and open it for

submissions by new applicants UNLESS that position is created on the same day.
• Close DateClose Date - The date that the position will automatically close to submissions by new

applicants.
• Publish PagePublish Page - To make the landing page public, with the open date and/or 'Apply Now'

button. There are three ways an applicant can find a position, 1. By way of distributing the
URL, 2. By way of the Dossier position search, 3. By way of the API and an institutional job
site.

• Blind ReviewBlind Review - To turn off evaluator's ability to read and review other evaluator's comments
and ratings on application packets for the search.

• Application Packet/Applicant MaterialsApplication Packet/Applicant Materials - The materials, forms, and personal information that
an applicant submits to be considered for the open position at the institution/organization.
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• Rating CriteriaRating Criteria - The standards and qualities that an institution uses to rate and consider the
candidates for search. These ratings are on a 1-5 scale for evaluators to choose from.

• Position ApprovalPosition Approval - A setting within Interfolio Faculty Search that requires all newly created
positions to be approved for the position approval before it is allowed to be published.

• Position ApproverPosition Approver - When enabled, this individual will receive an email and notification that a
position is waiting for approval. When approved, the position may be posted and begin
accepted new applicant submissions.

• Search CommitteeSearch Committee - A group of users, generally consisting of a committee manager(s) and
evaluator(s), that gather to evaluate and review candidate materials for a position within the
organization.

Interfolio Concepts and VocabularyInterfolio Concepts and Vocabulary

Creating a PositionCreating a Position

 It is possible to bypass some of these steps with temporary, placeholder information
and edit later.

Before you begin to create your position within Interfolio Faculty Search, make sure you are
ready to perform some of the following tasks:

1. Add a Position Description and Dates1. Add a Position Description and Dates

Both the open date and the close dates of the search are flexible and can be modified at any
time. Applicants who have begun the process but not yet submitted their application will be
notified by the deadline via e-mail, 7 days and 24 hours before the close date as set in the
product.

2. Add Required Documents2. Add Required Documents

Additionally, institutions can allow users to choose to submit Additional Documents for the
committee's consideration. By setting a document requirement to 0, the selected document
type will be listed and optional. This is useful for an Open Rank search where you may have
applicants with different requirements.

3. Create an Automated Message to Respond to New Applicant Submissions3. Create an Automated Message to Respond to New Applicant Submissions

This is distinct from message templates via statuses because it is position specific, all new
applicants to a particular position get a unique email relevant to that search.
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4. Create a Custom Evaluation Criteria and Edit Evaluation Settings4. Create a Custom Evaluation Criteria and Edit Evaluation Settings

When an institution takes the time to translate the evaluation criteria to the Faculty Search
ranking system, then evaluators will be able to work easily within their browser without having
to enter their data or translate it through an outside rubric. Additionally, Interfolio Faculty
Search will be able to report on this information via the application report and other data
exporting methods. Savvy users can even export their ratings and weight them if necessary to
assist in the decision making process.

5. Attach Custom Application Forms to the Position5. Attach Custom Application Forms to the Position

Defaulted/required forms will be automatically be appended to new positions. These forms are
great for filtering and capturing all the information that you are interested in, as mentioned in
the previous section.

6. Attach EEO Forms to the Position6. Attach EEO Forms to the Position

Defaulted/required forms will be automatically be appended to new positions, depending on
the settings, and also can be restricted.

7. Create a Search Committee7. Create a Search Committee

Search committees are created in each position and are made up of evaluators and committee
managers. Administrators in a unit can access all searches in those units. In order for a user to
be assigned as a committee manager, they have to be assigned that role, at that unit, otherwise
they will now show up in the user list. Anyone added as a user in faculty search, in a relevant
unit, can be added as a committee member or evaluator.

8. Enter Internal Notes8. Enter Internal Notes

Committee Managers can use general notes to put comments that they want their committee
to see. For example, the internal notes field can be used to indicate the exact descriptors for a
1-star rating, versus that of a 5-star rating, also attach a hiring plan or diversity initiative. These
fields can also be used for a variety of other purposes.This field can be used for alternative
purposes.

9. If Required, Submit a New Position to an Administrator for Approval9. If Required, Submit a New Position to an Administrator for Approval

This is an option that can be enabled or disabled, per an institution's needs.
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10. Review and Open your Position10. Review and Open your Position

Once you are ready to answer most or all of these decisions, you can get started creating a
position. Don't worry if you may need to edit it later, Interfolio makes it easy to adjust the
search as needed.

Editing a PositionEditing a Position

Once a position has been created within Interfolio Faculty Search, it is very easy for an
Administrator or a Committee Manager to make changes that are necessary. By navigating to
the position page, simply click the edit button or click the relevant section to begin altering the
search details, requirements, committee, or other information.

From the administration page, an administrator can be set up to be notified regarding any
changes or modifications to a position in a given unit.

Previewing the Landing Page and Distributing the URLPreviewing the Landing Page and Distributing the URL

By previewing the landing page, administrators, EEO officers, and committee managers can all
check to ensure that all information is valid and appropriate for public distribution. Additionally,
they can provide the link directly to interested applicants for an easy way to share a job posting.
Even if the position is not accepting materials yet, it is possible for applicants to bookmark a
page to begin their application once the open date has passed.

Learning MaterialsLearning Materials

Required LearningRequired Learning

• Creating a Position (w/Video) - A step-by-step guide to creating a new position and filling out
all of the necessary information to get the position posted and ready to accept new
applicant materials.

• Edit an Existing Position - Once a position has been created, you can easily edit a position by
navigating to the position page.

• Adding and Editing Required Materials for a Position - After a position has been created, the
material requirements (or options) can easily be added or edited through the position page.

• Establishing Custom Ratings Criteria and/or Set up a Blind Review - In order to give your
evaluators the best experience possible, we recommend that you take the time to set-up the
relevant criteria for the evaluation of the applicant. By entering all of the evaluation criteria,
evaluators will be able to easily rate on a 1-5 scale for each applicant.

• Opening a Search and Distributing the URL - If you want your landing page to display to the
public, or to generate a URL for distribution, then you may open your search easily from
within the position's settings.
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• Add/Edit the Search Committee Members - If you have to suddenly make a change in
committee membership, you can do so with little effort on the position screen.

Optional LearningOptional Learning

• Submit a New Position for Approval- If the position approval setting has been enabled for an
institution/unit than this guide will show you how to submit a position for approval.

• Run a Multi-Stage Search: Request Additional Materials from Selected Applicants - When an
institution wants to run a multi-stage search or to have multiple stages of document
requests for the applicants, they can do so easily within Interfolio Faculty search using
application statuses (and position statuses) and the archive tool (referenced later).

• Create an Open Rank Search- If an institution is running an open rank search (ie- different
requirements for different levels of a position; assistant vs full, full-time vs part-time, etc)
Interfolio Faculty Search can accommodate with optional document requirements and
application statuses.

• Why can't Evaluators see the Applicants - If evaluators can find a position, but is unable to
view the applicants or their materials, it is likely due to a position status setting.

• I don't see the position I'm looking for. What now? - If evaluators are unable to find a
position, it could be that they were not properly assigned, or they are unable to find the
correct 'unit' or 'view' within the position navigator.

• How to Weight the Evaluator Ratings - If your institution has different criteria, but weights
them differently, then this guide will show you how you can export the scores. Then you may
weight the scores using a spreadsheet program like Google Sheets or Microsoft Excel.
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Create a PositionCreate a Position

What is a "position?" In Interfolio Faculty Search, the term "position" refers to a faculty, staff
or fellowship opportunity. The position is the object of the search.

So, what is a "search?" You can think of a search in Interfolio Faculty Search as an academic,
staff or fellowship position that gathers together application materials to be evaluated by a
committee. A search is a single place to collect, store, view, and review applicant materials.

Creating a search is a guided step-by-step process that involves adding information about
your search and instructions for applicants, creating a set of requirements for your
position, appointing a search committee, and creating a landing page with a unique URL
that will serve as the online application for your open position.

It may be useful to familiarize yourself with the process from an applicant's point of view.
See our Job Applicant's Guide to Interfolio Faculty Search for more information on the
applicant experience of applying for a Faculty Search position.

Positions can be created for any organizational unit in the program. For instance, a position
can be created by the unit Demo University or by any lower organizational unit within that
university, such as a school or department, or any unit within the school or department and
so on.

Administrators can add positions to any organizational unit at or below the unit they have
been assigned to administer, and Committee Managers can create positions for any unit at
or below the unit for which they have been assigned as a Committee Manager.

When applications are no longer being considered, either because a hire was made or
some other reason, Committee Managers, and Administrators can close a position and
indicate which applicants were selected to fill the position.

This article explains the steps involved in creating a position in Interfolio Faculty Search.
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Note: By creating a position you will also generate a landingNote: By creating a position you will also generate a landing
page that applicants will use to learn about and apply for yourpage that applicants will use to learn about and apply for your
position.position.

To get started, select "Positions" under Faculty Search in the leftTo get started, select "Positions" under Faculty Search in the left
hand navigation barhand navigation bar
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Click "New Position" at the top right of the Positions pageClick "New Position" at the top right of the Positions page

Select position type from the dropdown menu, and search forSelect position type from the dropdown menu, and search for
or select the unit in which to create the positionor select the unit in which to create the position
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Choose to create a new position from scratch or clone anChoose to create a new position from scratch or clone an
existing positionexisting position

If you choose to clone a position you will need to search for and selectIf you choose to clone a position you will need to search for and select
the position to clonethe position to clone
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Now you're ready to create your position!Now you're ready to create your position!

1. Add position title and dates

1.1. Provide general information about the position1.1. Provide general information about the position

• Position Title: e.g., Assistant Professor
• Location
• Position Opens: Date when new applications will first be accepted for the position.
• Deadline: Choose between a rolling deadline or a specific date

1.2. Describe the position including specific qualifications1.2. Describe the position including specific qualifications

Describe the position in as much detail as possible, and list specific qualifications.
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1.3. Provide instructions for applying (required documents, formats,1.3. Provide instructions for applying (required documents, formats,
etc.)etc.)
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1.4. Enter an Equal Employment Opportunity Statement, and click1.4. Enter an Equal Employment Opportunity Statement, and click
"Save & Continue""Save & Continue"

 Note: Your institution may already have the EEO statement set up for you.

2. Add required documents

Here you can add the documents your applicants must submit with their application. You can
set the document type such as C.V., or Peer Evaluations, and set the number of documents
necessary to fulfill the requirement. For instance, you might require one C.V. and three peer
evaluations.

Your applicant can upload these documents and submit them electronically when applying for a
Faculty Search position. The applicant will need to upload the exact number of each document
type that you set in order to fulfill the requirement. When a requirement is filled the check mark
will turn green.

 The "Number Required" sets the number of individual documents the applicant will
need to upload to satisfy the requirement. If, for instance you want three references,
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but want them in one document, you will need to set the number required to one,
instead of three.

 We accept the following file types:

• DOC
• DOCX
• DOT
• ODT
• WPD
• RTF
• TXT
• HTML
• PDF
• Links to webpages
• Links to videos hosted by YouTube and Vimeo
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2.1. Click "Add Requirement"2.1. Click "Add Requirement"

2.2. Select the document type from the dropdown list2.2. Select the document type from the dropdown list

You will be presented with a list of typical documents such as cover letters, C.V., transcripts, and
letters of recommendation.
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2.3. Set the number required of that document type2.3. Set the number required of that document type

 The "Number Required" sets the number of individual documents the applicant will
need to upload to satisfy the requirement. If, for instance you want three references,
but want them in one document, you will need to set the number required to one,
instead of three.
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2.4. Add an optional note with any special instructions or other2.4. Add an optional note with any special instructions or other
information about the requirement and click "Save" when you areinformation about the requirement and click "Save" when you are
finishedfinished

2.5. You have the option to allow applicants to add additional2.5. You have the option to allow applicants to add additional
documentsdocuments
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3. Create an automated message to send applicants when they3. Create an automated message to send applicants when they
submit an applicationsubmit an application

4. Create custom evaluation criteria and edit evaluation settings

If your institution allows, you can establish custom evaluation criteria for rating applicants on a
5-star scale. This allows Evaluators to rate and compare applicants on criteria such as
scholarship, teaching, research, publishing, or whatever criteria you add. We will calculate the
average score of an applicant by both category and overall rating. You can set whether or not
Evaluators can view comments and ratings given by other users.
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4.1. Click "Add Criterion"4.1. Click "Add Criterion"

4.2. Type in the evaluation criterion and click "Save"4.2. Type in the evaluation criterion and click "Save"
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4.3. Specify "Blind Review" if you don’t want evaluators to see the4.3. Specify "Blind Review" if you don’t want evaluators to see the
comments and ratings of their fellow committee memberscomments and ratings of their fellow committee members

5. Attach custom application forms to the position

• Application forms are used to gather additional information from applications
• Admins and Committee Managers can create forms for the units they administer and
• Forms can be specific to any institution, college, department or position

Note:Note: Application forms are attached during the process of creating or editing a position, but
forms are created from the Administration page.
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5.1. Click "Add Form"5.1. Click "Add Form"

5.2. Select form from the dropdown list and click "Save"5.2. Select form from the dropdown list and click "Save"

A list of forms that have already been created (from the Administration page) will appear in the
dropdown list.
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5.3. You can click "Preview" to see how applicants will see the form you5.3. You can click "Preview" to see how applicants will see the form you
have addedhave added

6. Attach EEO Forms to the position6. Attach EEO Forms to the position

• EEO forms are used to gather EEO information from applications
• Forms can be specific to any institution, college, department or position
• Only users with EEO access (such as an EEO officer or admin with EEO access) can view the

answers to EEO questions

Note:Note: EEO forms are attached during the process of creating or editing a position, but EEO
forms are created from the Administration page.
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6.1. Check the box labeled "Applicants must complete an Equal6.1. Check the box labeled "Applicants must complete an Equal
Employment Opportunity form."Employment Opportunity form."

6.2. Select the form from the dropdown menu and click "Save &6.2. Select the form from the dropdown menu and click "Save &
Continue" when you are done adding formsContinue" when you are done adding forms

7. Create a search committee

You have the option to add members to a search committee as part of the position creation
process. Note that in order to be assigned to a search, potential committee members must
be added to the program as Interfolio faculty Search users.
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Note:Note: You can also add committee members after a position is created from the Review
Position screen. For more information, see How do I add members to a search committee?

7.1. Click "Add Member" to call up a list of available Faculty Search7.1. Click "Add Member" to call up a list of available Faculty Search
users who can serve on your committeeusers who can serve on your committee

7.2. Search for the user by first or last name, and click "Add" to add7.2. Search for the user by first or last name, and click "Add" to add
them to the committeethem to the committee

As you are typing, matches of existing Faculty Search users will appear. If you don't see the user
you are looking for, you may need to add them as Faculty Search user.
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7.3. Click "Add Manager" to call up a list of available Committee7.3. Click "Add Manager" to call up a list of available Committee
Managers for your committeeManagers for your committee

7.4. Click "Add" to add the user as manager for the committee7.4. Click "Add" to add the user as manager for the committee

This list displays users who have been assigned the role of Committee Manager for the unit in
which you are creating the position. If you don't see the user you are looking for you may need
to add them to the program as a ByCommittee user, or assign the user the role of Committee
Manager for the unit in which you are creating the position.
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7.5. Keep adding members and/or managers until you have your7.5. Keep adding members and/or managers until you have your
committee assembled, and click "Save & Continue"committee assembled, and click "Save & Continue"

 To remove a member, simply click the X next to the user's information.

8. Enter internal notes

You will be taken to the "Internal Notes" page of the position. Internal notes are optional, are
only accessible to users at your institution and will never be seen by applicants. They are
available to all committee members for the position.

Here you can add a position ID number, enter a salary range, select a term length for the
position you have created, identify the funding source, writer out a hiring plan, add general
notes, and upload files that will become available for committee members evaluating the
position.
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You may need to submit your positon for approval by an
administrator before it can be published

If approval is required, click "Submit for Approval." An email will be sent to the administrator
responsible for approving the position and he or she will be notified that your position requires
approval when they log into the program.

You may continue making edits and preparing the position while awaiting approval. You will
receive a notification once your position is approved or if changes need to be made to the
position.
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You will be notified if changes need to be made before the positionYou will be notified if changes need to be made before the position
can be approvedcan be approved

You will receive a notification once your position is approved and youYou will receive a notification once your position is approved and you
can continue with the steps belowcan continue with the steps below

9. Review and open your position

Your position will automatically be published when the Open date passes -or- you can click
"change" to publish the "Apply Now" page manually.
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Click "Update Status" to set an initial status for the positionClick "Update Status" to set an initial status for the position

You will need to set an initial status for the position (such as "Accepting Applications").
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Select the initial status from the dropdown list, or click "Add NewSelect the initial status from the dropdown list, or click "Add New
Status" to create a new oneStatus" to create a new one

Set permissions related to the statusSet permissions related to the status

Set whether or not applicants can view or update their materials, and whether or not evaluators
can review applications when the status is active.
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Publish Your PositionPublish Your Position

When the open date passes your "Apply Now" page will automatically be published, but you can
click "change" to publish it manually.

The URL of your position will display on the review page. You can use this URL wherever you
want to announce your position.
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Position Announcement:Position Announcement:

After you create a position and the position has passed it's open date, or you have manually
published the URL, Faculty Search generates a landing page announcing the position.

The landing page includes details and application instructions. It also provides applicants with a
free Interfolio Dossier account, which they use to apply for your position.
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Edit an Existing PositionEdit an Existing Position

Committee Managers and Administrators can edit position settings and information from
the Review Position screen in Interfolio Faculty Search.

Select the Positions option from the Navigation barSelect the Positions option from the Navigation bar

Select the position to editSelect the position to edit
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Click the Positions Actions button and select Edit PositionClick the Positions Actions button and select Edit Position

Select a step to edit from the sidebarSelect a step to edit from the sidebar

Click the name of any of the six steps listed in the "Edit Position..." sidebar to edit information
and settings for the position.

Other edits possible from the Review Position pageOther edits possible from the Review Position page

From the Review Position page you can edit all of the information and settings established
when creating the position:

1. Set the open and close dates of the position
2. Click "view" to see published landing page for the position. Click "change" to unpublish

landing page.
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3. Click "change" to set status of a position and select associated permissions (e.g., allow
Evaluators to review applications, allow applicants to update applications and/or view
status).

Note:Note: While some areas are easy to change at any time, such as the members of the committee,
we recommend exercising caution when editing other areas, particularly the required
documents and application forms. Changes to required documents and forms initiated after
the position opens may result in issues with the complete/incomplete status of individual
applications.
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Adding and Editing Required Materials for aAdding and Editing Required Materials for a
PositionPosition

When creating or editing a position Administrators and Committee Managers can indicate
the materials that must be submitted with all applications to the position. Applicants can
upload these documents and submit them electronically when applying for the Faculty
Search position through the "Apply Now" page for the position.

This article explains how to create and edit document requirements and gives some context
for administrative users about how document requirements are presented to the applicant
and the process of satisfying those requirements.

In addition, we recommend that Administrators and Committee Managers familiarize
themselves with the process of applying for a Faculty Search position. For more information
on the applicant experience see our Job Applicant's Guide to Interfolio Faculty Search.

Required documents are set during the process of creating aRequired documents are set during the process of creating a
positionposition

 See here information on setting document requirements when creating a position.
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Document requirements can also be edited after a position isDocument requirements can also be edited after a position is
createdcreated

Click the Actions button, and the select Edit Position

Clicking the "Required Documents" link on the Review Positon screenClicking the "Required Documents" link on the Review Positon screen
takes you back to the screen above where you can edit documenttakes you back to the screen above where you can edit document
requirements. For more information, see the help article that coversrequirements. For more information, see the help article that covers
how to edit an existing position.how to edit an existing position.
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We accept the following file types:We accept the following file types:

 We accept the following file types:

• DOC
• DOCX
• DOT
• ODT
• WPD
• RTF
• TXT
• HTML
• PDF
• Links to webpages
• Links to videos hosted by YouTube and Vimeo

To add or edit required documents click "Add Requirement"To add or edit required documents click "Add Requirement"

Select the document type from the dropdown listSelect the document type from the dropdown list

You will be presented with a list of typical documents such as cover letters, C.V., transcripts, and
letters of recommendation.
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Set the number required of that document typeSet the number required of that document type

 The "Number Required" sets the number of individual documents the applicant will
need to upload to satisfy the requirement. If, for instance you want three references,
but want them in one document, you will need to set the number required to one,
instead of three.
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Add an optional note with any special instructions or otherAdd an optional note with any special instructions or other
information about the requirement and click "Save" when youinformation about the requirement and click "Save" when you
are finishedare finished
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You have the option to allow applicants to add additionalYou have the option to allow applicants to add additional
documentsdocuments

You can also create an automated message to send applicantsYou can also create an automated message to send applicants
when they submit an applicationwhen they submit an application
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What the applicant sees:

Applicant's will apply through a link on your position announcement.

When they begin to apply, the applicant will see the documentWhen they begin to apply, the applicant will see the document
requirements listedrequirements listed
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The applicant can upload a file from their computer or select anThe applicant can upload a file from their computer or select an
existing document if they already have a Dossier accountexisting document if they already have a Dossier account

When the correct number of each document type is uploaded a checkWhen the correct number of each document type is uploaded a check
mark appears indicating the requirement is completemark appears indicating the requirement is complete

Note:Note: The "Number Required" applies to the number of individual documents the applicant will
need to upload to satisfy the requirement.
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If you have created one, the applicant will get a confirmation emailIf you have created one, the applicant will get a confirmation email
when they submit their applicationwhen they submit their application
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Establish Custom Ratings Criteria and/or Set UpEstablish Custom Ratings Criteria and/or Set Up
a Blind Reviewa Blind Review

If permissions allow, Committee Managers can set custom evaluation criteria for rating
applicants on a five-star scale. It is also possible to set up a "blind review" in which
Evaluators will not see the comments and ratings left by others.

Custom ratings criteria and/or a blind review can be set during the process of creating a
position, or when editing a position.

The directions below explain how to add criteria and set a blind review when editing a
position.

Select Positions from the navigation bar on the left-hand sideSelect Positions from the navigation bar on the left-hand side

Find and click the position title to open the list of applicants forFind and click the position title to open the list of applicants for
the positionthe position
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Select Position Actions, and then choose the Edit PositionSelect Position Actions, and then choose the Edit Position
option in the drop-downoption in the drop-down

Click "Evaluation Settings" to the right of the pageClick "Evaluation Settings" to the right of the page

On the Evaluation Settings page:On the Evaluation Settings page:

1. Click "Add Criterion" to add a custom criterion to the list
2. Click X to delete a criterion
3. Select "Blind Review" if you don't want Evaluators to see comments and ratings entered by

their fellow committee members
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 If evaluators comment during a blind review, and the blind review setting is turned off,
then evaluators associated with the search will be able to see summary information
but not specific results.

If users with the proper permissions want to see ratings by the evaluator that they will
need to run an applications report.
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Set the Open Date of Your Search, Publish YourSet the Open Date of Your Search, Publish Your
Position, and Start Accepting ApplicationsPosition, and Start Accepting Applications

Once you've created and reviewed your Interfolio Faculty Search position, the position URL
that advertises your search will be published automatically when your position reaches its
"Open" date. The article below explains the rules around publishing a position, how to
publish your "Apply Now" page, and how to retrieve the link for that page so you can start
advertising your position.

Your unique landing pageYour unique landing page

While entering all the information and requirements for your position, you are also creating a
unique landing page that announces your search, and which applicants will use to apply for
your opportunity. The landing page includes details and application instructions, and provides
applicants with a free Interfolio Dossier & Portfolio account, which they will need to apply.
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You generally set the open date while creating your position,You generally set the open date while creating your position,
but you can also edit the date if necessarybut you can also edit the date if necessary

From the Positions page, on the navigation bar, select theFrom the Positions page, on the navigation bar, select the
relevantrelevant
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Click the Position Actions button and then select an EditClick the Position Actions button and then select an Edit
Position pagePosition page

Click "Change" to make changes to the open and close datesClick "Change" to make changes to the open and close dates
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Click "Change" to either publish or unpublish the web pageClick "Change" to either publish or unpublish the web page
announcing your positionannouncing your position

The URL for your position will be published when the open dateThe URL for your position will be published when the open date
arrivesarrives

1. The position pictured below is "Open." Note that you can change the open and close dates
from the Review Position screen

2. Note that the "Apply Now" page has been published. Click the link to view the page, or click
"change" to unpublish it

3. To begin accepting and reviewing applications you will also need to set an initial position
status such as "Accepting Applications" that allows applicants to submit and update
applications, and allows Evaluators to review materials
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Click "View" to see your position announcementClick "View" to see your position announcement
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You can preview your announcement and copy the URLYou can preview your announcement and copy the URL
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Edit Search Committee Membership (Add/Edit Search Committee Membership (Add/
Remove Users)Remove Users)

In order to be added to a search committee, a person must first be added to the program
as an Interfolio Faculty Search user.

Committee Managers and Administrators often add users to a search committee during the
process of creating a position, but it is simple to edit the membership of an existing search
committee from the "Applications" page of a position.

First, make sure the committee member has been added as aFirst, make sure the committee member has been added as a
Interfolio Faculty Search userInterfolio Faculty Search user

 If your potential committee member is not already an Interfoio user, you will need to
add them to the program.

Find and click the position title to open the list of applicants forFind and click the position title to open the list of applicants for
the positionthe position
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Click "Positions Actions" and then the View Committee OptionClick "Positions Actions" and then the View Committee Option

Click "Edit"Click "Edit"
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Click "Add Member" to call up a list of available Interfolio usersClick "Add Member" to call up a list of available Interfolio users
who can serve on your committeewho can serve on your committee

Search for the user by first or last name, and click "Add" to addSearch for the user by first or last name, and click "Add" to add
them to the committeethem to the committee

 As you are typing, matches of existing Interfolio users will appear.
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Click "Add Manager" to call up a list of available CommitteeClick "Add Manager" to call up a list of available Committee
Managers for your committeeManagers for your committee
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Click "Add" to add the user as Committee ManagerClick "Add" to add the user as Committee Manager

 This list displays users who have been assigned the role of Committee Manager for the
unit in which you are working. If you don't see the user you are looking for you, may
need to assign the user the role of Committee Manager for the unit in which you are
editing the position.

Keep adding members and/or managers until you have yourKeep adding members and/or managers until you have your
committee assembled, and click "Update"committee assembled, and click "Update"
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To remove a member, simply click the X next to the user'sTo remove a member, simply click the X next to the user's
information.information.
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Section 5 - Managing andSection 5 - Managing and
Supporting a Position SearchSupporting a Position Search
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Section 5 - Managing and Supporting a PositionSection 5 - Managing and Supporting a Position
SearchSearch

 Click to go to the next section in this guide.

Click to go to the previous section in this guide.

Click to return to the table of contents.

This section of this guide covers the basics of managing and supporting a position search within
Interfolio Faculty Search. This collection of materials will assist administrators and committee
managers in understanding the applicant and letter writer experience, as well as how to
manage and support their submissions.

Learning Goals:Learning Goals:

• Identifying Referral Sources
• Managing Position and Application Statuses
• Applicant Communication
• Creating an Application and Adding Materials

VocabularyVocabulary

• Referral SourcesReferral Sources - One very useful metric to help determine where the applicant traffic is
coming from. This enables institutions to figure out what is the most productive
communication avenue for their positions to help invest their resources more efficiently.

• Request a LetterRequest a Letter - An applicant or a committee manager/administrator may request a letter
from a letter writer easily through the applicant's application page.

• Pending LettersPending Letters - When an applicant requests a letter from a letter writer, the applicant will
see the letter as 'Pending' as in 'Pending Submission of the Letter by the Letter Writer'.
Meaning that Interfolio has yet to receive the letter writer's document.

• 'Complete' Applications'Complete' Applications - A status that can be triggered by an institution. Also, when an
applicant has submitted all required materials, and also all required forms filled out than an
application will automatically move to 'Complete'. If the application requirements change,
and the previously complete application was NOT archived than the applicant will be able to
see that their application is no longer complete (due to the newly added requirements).
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Interfolio ConceptsInterfolio Concepts

About the Applicant Experience and Other Interfolio ServicesAbout the Applicant Experience and Other Interfolio Services

Applicants to positions that are hosted by Interfolio Faculty Search can find a position's landing
page in generally a few ways:

• Finding the URL via an ad posting, e-mail, recommendation, or similar institutional
distribution.

• Finding the posting on Interfolio Dossier's Opportunity Search.
• Finding the posting on an institutional job board that is using Interfolio API.

Once logged in, applicants will have a free dossier account. With this Dossier user-account
applicants can request and store confidential letters of recommendation (that they cannot view)
and other academic or applicant materials. They may find other Interfolio hosted opportunities
to apply to with their free Dossier account.

If applicants wish to continue using Interfolio to be able to send their Confidential Letters of
Recommendation and materials to positions outside of Interfolio (via mail, email and online
confidential letter upload), than they can purchase a one-year, Dossier Deliver account to send
up to 50 'deliveries' per year, and purchase more if they wish. Interfolio hosted positions
remain to be free for all users, including Dossier Deliver users.

This model allows applicants to gather their materials over time, at no cost to them, and when
they are ready to apply for a position, they pay once and can begin sending all of their packets
to the institutional recipients.

if applicants require assistance they have the option of reaching out to Interfolio's Scholar
Services via help@interfolio.com or by our phone between 9am-6pm EST, Mon-Fri, except
Holidays. Scholar Services support is free at Interfolio.

About the Letter Writer ExperienceAbout the Letter Writer Experience

If a user is only going to be writing letter writers of recommendation, then they never have to
pay for Interfolio.

Another part of Interfolio's Dossier is the letter writer component, once a letter writer is
requested to write a letter of recommendation, they are emailed with an informational page
containing context about the letter request and the applicant. Also, letter writers are provided
with applicant's attachments either provided by the applicant or the committee, if they are the
ones providing the request. Also on that page, the letter writer can also accept or decline the
request, and if they accept, submit a letter of recommendation for the applicant.

Interfolio does not message letter writers outside the letter of request process.
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If the letter writer has decided to update a letter or perhaps decides that they would like to
remove the letter altogether, they have the ability to set a password for their letter writer
account. With their free account, they can log back in to manage any and all letters of
recommendation associated with their e-mail address.

If letter writers require assistance they have the option of reaching out to Interfolio's Scholar
Services via help@interfolio.com or by our phone between 9am-6pm EST, Mon-Fri, except
holidays. Scholar Services support is free at Interfolio.

Referral SourcesReferral Sources

Administrative users can get an idea of where people are finding a position by viewing a graph
of the top websites sending visitors to the landing page of a position. This valuable tool
provides insight as to where the most traffic is coming from, so that institutions may accurately
invest their capital towards the most productive options.

Note that this chart records visitors to the page, NOT all applicants, so the number will generally
be higher than the total number of applications received.

Position Status, Application Status, and Applicant CommunicationPosition Status, Application Status, and Applicant Communication

Message Templates, the position status, and the application status, all come into play when
managing a search within Interfolio. These tools come together to allow for a dynamic and
responsive system that sends consistent messaging based on committee manager direction.

In an earlier section of this guide, you were introduced to position statuses, which let you
indicate the status of the position to internal users. If enabled by the committee manager,
applicants can view the status and automated messages can be tied to changes in the position
status.

Similarly, applicant statuses are available to indicate the current status of the applicant to the
committee members(ie- longlist, shortlist, waiting for updated materials, etc). This status is only
available to the committee and administrators, but automatic messaging can be associated with
the status changes to help keep the process transparent for the applicant, in addition to the
committee members.

These processes, coupled with reports (covered in a later section) help committee makes
deliberate data-driven decisions in their committee process.

Creating an Application, Adding Materials, on an Applicant's Behalf,Creating an Application, Adding Materials, on an Applicant's Behalf,
and Committee Requested Letters of Recommendationand Committee Requested Letters of Recommendation

If an institution or committee receives an applicant's materials via a method that is not
Interfolio, we recommend that all materials be uploaded into Interfolio Faculty Search. This will
ensure that Interfolio continues to produce most accurate reporting data possible with all
applicants and evaluation information documented for the institution's benefit.
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From the position page, where a committee manager or administrator can view all of the
different applicants, there will be an add button at the top of the list. After clicking and
navigating through the process, application packets can easily be created and handed off to the
applicant. The applicant will be notified via email and they can log in to a Dossier account
associated with that e-mail address.

If an applicant is unable to upload their own documents, and the committee has already
received copies of said documents, then they can upload the files directly to the application
easily from within Interfolio Faculty Search.

Learning MaterialsLearning Materials

Required LearningRequired Learning

• View Referral Sources to See Where People are Finding Your Position - View the most
common ways that users are finding the position.

• Assign or Change a Position Status - Administrators and Committee Managers can assign
position statuses to a search to indicate the stage and status of it.

• E-Mail Applicants - Interfolio enables committee members to send out messages from a no-
reply email to their applicants to disperse information from a central source.

• Create An Application on Behalf of an Applicant - Interfolio understands that not every
applicant can start an application themselves, and this guide shows the institutions how to
do so on their behalf.

• Add Materials on Behalf of An Applicant - Institutions can upload documents to the
applicant's packet for evaluators review.

• Request a Letter of Recommendation on Behalf of an Applicant - Committees can request
letters of recommendation from letter writers on behalf of the applicant. Committees can
request the letter writer write about a specific topic area or request specific information to
be covered in the letters.

• Mark Applications as Complete - Committees can mark an application as 'complete' even
though all required materials may not be submitted or logged by Interfolio.

• Assign or Change an Application Status - Administrators and Committee Managers can
assign application statuses to applicants to manage and send communications.

Optional Learning MaterialsOptional Learning Materials

Supporting ApplicantsSupporting Applicants

• Faculty Search Applicant Experience Video
• How to Apply to a Position Hosted on Interfolio - Help resource that outlines and explains

the entire application process for a Faculty Search position, from the applicant's perspective.
• What does it mean when the requested letter is still pending? - Help resource that explains a

common question from applicants about requested letter 'statuses'.
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• Request and Send Letters to an Interfolio Hosted Position - How an applicant can request a
letter of recommendation for an Interfolio hosted position.

• Getting Help from Interfolio - How applicants can get further support from interfolio Scholar
Services.

• Accepted File Types - A summary of all accepted file types for Interfolio.

Supporting Letter WritersSupporting Letter Writers

• Letter Writer Experience Video
• How a Letter Writer Submits a Letter of Recommendation to Interfolio - A help resource for

letter writers who need extra assistance in submitting a letter of recommendation to
Interfolio.

• How to Update a Letter of Recommendation that you Wrote - This article demonstrates how
a letter writer can update a letter of recommendation, if necessary.

• How to View a Letter of Recommendation that you Wrote - This article demonstrates how a
letter writer can view a previously submitted letter.

• Getting Help from Interfolio - How letter writers can get help from Interfolio Scholar
Services.
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View Referral Sources to See Where People areView Referral Sources to See Where People are
Finding Your PositionFinding Your Position

Administrative users can get an idea of where people are finding a position by viewing a
graph of the top websites sending visitors to the landing page of a position.

 Note that the number of visitors will be larger than the number of applicants to your
position because more people will view the posting than will apply for a position.
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Click the Positions option from the navigation bar on the left.Click the Positions option from the navigation bar on the left.

Select the position to trackSelect the position to track
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Click the Position Actions button and then click View referralClick the Position Actions button and then click View referral
sourcessources

The top referring websites are represented in a color codedThe top referring websites are represented in a color coded
circle graphcircle graph
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Click a section of the graph to see the percentage of visitorsClick a section of the graph to see the percentage of visitors
sent to your position by the sourcesent to your position by the source
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Assign or Change a Position StatusAssign or Change a Position Status

Administrators and Committee Managers can change the status of a position in
ByCommittee Faculty Search from the Applications page or the Review Position screen.

To change position status from the Applications page:To change position status from the Applications page:

1. From the Navigation bar, select Positions.1. From the Navigation bar, select Positions.
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2. Click the position title to view the list of applicants2. Click the position title to view the list of applicants

3. Click the Change button for the position's Status field.3. Click the Change button for the position's Status field.
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4. Select a new status from the dropdown menu4. Select a new status from the dropdown menu

Note: Notice the "Close Position" status at the bottom of the list. See here for more information
on closing a ByCommittee search.

5. Confirm and notify applicants5. Confirm and notify applicants

The ""Change Status" window reminds you of the permissions associated with the active status
and gives you the option to compose and send an email to applicants about the change.
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To change position status from Review Position page:To change position status from Review Position page:

1. Click "change" to open the "Position Status" window1. Click "change" to open the "Position Status" window
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2. Apply an existing status or create a new one2. Apply an existing status or create a new one
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Email ApplicantsEmail Applicants

Committee Managers and Administrators can email applicants individually or in groups, as
well as create automated email notifications in Interfolio Faculty Search.

 Note:Note: When messaging more than one applicant, recipients will never see the names
or email addresses of other applicants being contacted.

Navigate to applications for the position you are managing:

1. Select Positions from the Navigation bar1. Select Positions from the Navigation bar

2. Click2. Click the position title to access applications for the positionthe position title to access applications for the position
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To email multiple applicants at the same time:

 To email a group of applicants, it is best to do so from the Applications page.

1. Check the box next to the name(s) of applicants you want to email1. Check the box next to the name(s) of applicants you want to email

 Note:Note: Selecting "Applicants" at the top of the table will select all applicants in the list.

2. Click "Email" to open a window where you can type your message to2. Click "Email" to open a window where you can type your message to
all selected applicantsall selected applicants
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3. Enter your message, click "Preview" to see how it will appear to the3. Enter your message, click "Preview" to see how it will appear to the
recipients, and send when you are readyrecipients, and send when you are ready

To send an email to just one applicant from the "Applicant
Profile" page:

1. Click the applicant's name to open their "Applicant Profile"1. Click the applicant's name to open their "Applicant Profile"
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2. Click on the Actions button and select Email applicant2. Click on the Actions button and select Email applicant

About applicant notification message templates:About applicant notification message templates:

See here for more information on creating message templates.
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Create an Application on Behalf of an ApplicantCreate an Application on Behalf of an Applicant

This article explains how Committee Managers and Administrators can create an
application on behalf of an applicant in Interfolio Faculty Search.

Select the positions page from the navigation barSelect the positions page from the navigation bar

Find the position you are working on and click the title to openFind the position you are working on and click the title to open
the list of applicants for the positionthe list of applicants for the position
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Click the Actions button and then "Add a new applicant"Click the Actions button and then "Add a new applicant"

Fill out the "Add New Application" form and click "Add"Fill out the "Add New Application" form and click "Add"
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The applicant's name now appears in the list of applicationsThe applicant's name now appears in the list of applications

Applicants will receive a standard email after being addedApplicants will receive a standard email after being added

 Administrators and Commitee Managers CANNOTCANNOT fill out forms (EEO or Custom) on
behalf of applicants.

Applicants must be notified to complete any form responses, and to do so the
application must allow for updates. For more information on how to accomplish this,
reference our resources on Messaging Applicants and Creating a Position Status.
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To add materials to the application:

Click the applicant's name to open the Applicant Profile pageClick the applicant's name to open the Applicant Profile page

Scroll down to the "Documents" section and click "Add File"Scroll down to the "Documents" section and click "Add File"
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Add document files (pdf, .doc, etc):

Scroll down to the "Documents" section and click "Add File"Scroll down to the "Documents" section and click "Add File"

You can drag & drop or browse to upload document filesYou can drag & drop or browse to upload document files
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Give the document title, and identify the type (cover letter, C.V., etc)Give the document title, and identify the type (cover letter, C.V., etc)

If the file satisfies a requirement, indicate which requirement it satisfiesIf the file satisfies a requirement, indicate which requirement it satisfies
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Click "Add" to upload the documentClick "Add" to upload the document

Add video files:

 You can also upload links to Vimeo or Youtube videos and use those to satisfy
document requirements of the application.
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Select the "Video" tab, give the video a title, add the url of a Youtube or VimeoSelect the "Video" tab, give the video a title, add the url of a Youtube or Vimeo
video, and add a descriptionvideo, and add a description

If the video satisfies a requirement, indicate which requirement it satisfiesIf the video satisfies a requirement, indicate which requirement it satisfies
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The video will be added to the application materialsThe video will be added to the application materials

Evaluators can view the video in the materials readerEvaluators can view the video in the materials reader

Add Webpages:

 You can also add links to webpages and use those to satisfy document requirements of
the application.
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Select the "Webpage" tab, give the webpage a title, add the url and aSelect the "Webpage" tab, give the webpage a title, add the url and a
description of the pagedescription of the page

If the webpage satisfies a requirement, indicate which requirement it satisfiesIf the webpage satisfies a requirement, indicate which requirement it satisfies
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A link to the page will be added to the application materials, and will display toA link to the page will be added to the application materials, and will display to
evaluators when they open the materials readerevaluators when they open the materials reader

The link will display in the materials readerThe link will display in the materials reader

 Note:Note: Clicking the link will open the webpage in a new browser tab.

Mark the application as completeMark the application as complete

Click the "Actions", and select "Mark Application Complete."
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Add Materials on Behalf of an ApplicantAdd Materials on Behalf of an Applicant

This article explains how Committee Managers and Administrators can add materials to an
application on behalf of an applicant in Interfolio Faculty Search.

Click the Positions link from the navigation barClick the Positions link from the navigation bar

Click the position titleClick the position title

Click the applicant's name to open the Applicant Profile pageClick the applicant's name to open the Applicant Profile page
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Add document files (pdf, .doc, etc):Add document files (pdf, .doc, etc):

Scroll down to the "Documents" section and click "Add File"Scroll down to the "Documents" section and click "Add File"

You can drag & drop or browse to upload document filesYou can drag & drop or browse to upload document files
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Give the document title, and identify the type (cover letter, C.V., etc)Give the document title, and identify the type (cover letter, C.V., etc)

If the file satisfies a requirement, indicate which requirement itIf the file satisfies a requirement, indicate which requirement it
satisfiessatisfies
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Click "Add" to upload the documentClick "Add" to upload the document

Add video files:Add video files:

 You can also upload links to Vimeo or Youtube videos and use those to satisfy
document requirements of the application.
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Select the "Video" tab, give the video a title, add the url of a Youtube orSelect the "Video" tab, give the video a title, add the url of a Youtube or
Vimeo video, and add a descriptionVimeo video, and add a description

If the video satisfies a requirement, indicate which requirement itIf the video satisfies a requirement, indicate which requirement it
satisfiessatisfies
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The video will be added to the application materialsThe video will be added to the application materials

Evaluators can view the video in the materials readerEvaluators can view the video in the materials reader

Add Webpages:Add Webpages:

 You can also add links to webpages and use those to satisfy document requirements of
the application.
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Select the "Webpage" tab, give the webpage a title, add the url and aSelect the "Webpage" tab, give the webpage a title, add the url and a
description of the pagedescription of the page

If the webpage satisfies a requirement, indicate which requirement itIf the webpage satisfies a requirement, indicate which requirement it
satisfiessatisfies
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A link to the page will be added to the application materials, and willA link to the page will be added to the application materials, and will
display to evaluators when they open the materials readerdisplay to evaluators when they open the materials reader

The link will display in the materials readerThe link will display in the materials reader

 Note:Note: Clicking the link will open the webpage in a new browser tab.

Click the Actions button and then Mark application as completeClick the Actions button and then Mark application as complete
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Request a Letter of Recommendation on BehalfRequest a Letter of Recommendation on Behalf
of an Applicantof an Applicant

Committee Managers and Administrators can request confidential letters of
recommendation directly from recommenders on behalf of an applicant. This allows, for
instance, a committee to request recommendations from a list of potential recommenders
suggested by the applicant without involving the applicant in the request process.

1. Navigate to the applicant's profile page

1.1. Click Positions from the navigation bar1.1. Click Positions from the navigation bar

1.2. Click the name of the position1.2. Click the name of the position
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1.3. Select the applicant1.3. Select the applicant

2. Click the Actions button and then select Request2. Click the Actions button and then select Request
recommendationrecommendation

3. Fill out the request form, set a due date for the3. Fill out the request form, set a due date for the
recommendation, and write an email message torecommendation, and write an email message to
recommendersrecommenders

 Letter writers will receive the message you create along with instructions for
submitting the recommendation.
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4. You can request recommendations from multiple letter4. You can request recommendations from multiple letter
writers at oncewriters at once
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When requesting recommendations from multiple writers, you can useWhen requesting recommendations from multiple writers, you can use
text variables to automatically fill in the first and last name of eachtext variables to automatically fill in the first and last name of each
letter writerletter writer

5. You can also attach files from the materials submitted by the5. You can also attach files from the materials submitted by the
applicantapplicant

Click "Add"Click "Add"
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Select a document to include with the requestSelect a document to include with the request

The request will display under the "RequestedThe request will display under the "Requested
Recommendations" section that appears under InternalRecommendations" section that appears under Internal
Documents once a recommendation is requestedDocuments once a recommendation is requested

 While it is still pending, you can resend, edit & resend, or cancel the request.
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After the first recommendation is requested for the application,After the first recommendation is requested for the application,
new recommendations can be made using the "Request"new recommendations can be made using the "Request"
button and following steps 3 through 5 abovebutton and following steps 3 through 5 above

6. Once received, the recommendation can be downloaded or6. Once received, the recommendation can be downloaded or
read on screenread on screen
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Mark Applications as CompleteMark Applications as Complete

Committee Managers can mark applications as complete once all documents are uploaded
and other requirements satisfied in Interfolio Faculty Search.

 You can mark an application as complete, but it will be listed as "Complete Pending
Letters" until any outstanding letters of recommendation are received.

Click Positions from the Navigation menuClick Positions from the Navigation menu

Click the position titleClick the position title
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Click the applicant's name to open the Applicant Profile pageClick the applicant's name to open the Applicant Profile page

Click the Actions button and then select Mark application asClick the Actions button and then select Mark application as
completecomplete

The application will then be marked "Complete" on the profileThe application will then be marked "Complete" on the profile
page of the applicantpage of the applicant
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 You can mark an application as complete, but it will be listed as "Complete Pending
Letters" until any outstanding letters of recommendation are received.
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Assign or Change an Application StatusAssign or Change an Application Status

Committee Managers or Administrators can assign or change an application status in
Interfolio Faculty Search from the Applications page or the Applicant Profile page.

Select the Positions page from the Navigation barSelect the Positions page from the Navigation bar

Click the position titleClick the position title
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Select one or more applicationsSelect one or more applications

Click the "Status" button that appars to the right of the pageClick the "Status" button that appars to the right of the page

Select the appropriate status to apply to the selectedSelect the appropriate status to apply to the selected
applicationsapplications

 You can also remove a status this way
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Confirm and notify applicantsConfirm and notify applicants

 In the "Change Status" window you can compose and send an email to the selected
applicants about the change.
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You can also assign or change an application status from theYou can also assign or change an application status from the
Applicant Profile page:Applicant Profile page:

Click the applicant's name to open the Applicant ProfileClick the applicant's name to open the Applicant Profile

Click the change button near the current status to update theClick the change button near the current status to update the
Position's status.Position's status.
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Section 6 - EvaluatingSection 6 - Evaluating
ApplicationsApplications
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Section 6 - Evaluating ApplicationsSection 6 - Evaluating Applications

 Click to go to the next section in this guide.

Click to go to the previous section in this guide.

Click to return to the table of contents.

This section will inform users how to effectively evaluate applications for a position and how to
reliably collect and relay feedback to the committee using Interfolio Faculty Search. Users will
be given tips to use Application Statuses and Position Statuses to deliver reliable and consistent
messaging to all applicants to your Interfolio-hosted position search. Tagging and archiving
applicants will allow for a smooth and easy committee experience within Interfolio Faculty
Search.

Learning Goal:Learning Goal:

• Filtering and Saving Views of Applicants
• Using the Document Viewer
• Tagging Applications
• Rating Applicants
• Commenting on Applications
• Leaving Personal Annotations

VocabularyVocabulary

• TagsTags - Tags enable committee members to easily mark applicant materials with words or
phrases that act as classifications that can then be filtered. For example, committees can tag
applicants: 'Group A', 'Group B', etc, to indicate which evaluators are assigned to specific
applicants. This can then be filtered to show only the relevant applicants to evaluators.

• RatingRating - When evaluation criteria have been set up during the creation process or added
later, evaluators will be able to rate users based on this. Later on, committee managers or
administrators can produce reports on this information to help make data-driven decisions.
This information is available to all evaluators unless blind review is turned on.

• CommentsComments - Comments by evaluators are stored in each applicant page and will display the
evaluator who wrote them. Comments by evaluators are available to all other committee
members unless blind review is enabled by the institution.

• AnnotationsAnnotations - Personal annotations are only available to the user who has written them.
From the evaluator's perspective, these annotations are made directly on applicant
documents. They can easily be exported in a PDF format for a personal record.
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Interfolio ConceptsInterfolio Concepts

Filtering ViewsFiltering Views

With the filtering tools that Interfolio provides you within Faculty Search, users can bring any
column to the forefront and save that view for later use. For open rank searches, users can
create views for tenured and non-tenured applicants. For cluster hires, users can create views
for each subject area, and these views are private to the individual.

Comments and Feedback SectionComments and Feedback Section

With application and hiring notes, committees have an opportunity to store necessary
information within Interfolio Faculty Search. These locations enable committees to store any
information or notes that are relevant to their search or decision-making process. This is a
perfect spot for information that is generated or captured outside of Interfolio.

Application StatusesApplication Statuses

Application statuses are the best way to have consistent data, a consistent communication
process to applicants AND committee members, and accommodate a workflow that matches
your committee process.

Evaluator ExperienceEvaluator Experience

Interfolio Faculty Search's evaluator experience has been crafted to enable the user to be able
to move efficiently through the applicant's materials. Using tags, filters, comments, and criteria/
ratings, committees can track information and report on it later to make the best decision
possible. We know that with an efficient and equitable experience, committees will be able to
make the best hiring decisions possible.

Learning MaterialsLearning Materials

Required LearningRequired Learning

• Video
• Navigating to a Position within Faculty Search - Learn how to navigate to a position,

especially useful if a user has multiple roles that they serve within the system.
• Filtering and Saving Views of Applicants - If committee members have been assigned to

specific bunches of applicants, the filtering and "save view" tools are very useful when
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dealing with an especially large applicant list. With the following instructions, you will be able
to create filters and then save these filters as views for easy access later on in the evaluation
process.

• Using the Document Viewer to Review Materials - The document viewer is a tool designed
for evaluators to be able to quickly and easily evaluate the documents of every single
applicant. Within it, users are able to comment, rate, and make personal annotations.

• Tagging Applications for Easy Filtering and Organization - A great organizational tool, tags
allow various committee or evaluation details to be assigned to applicants, committee
members can then filter their view of the applicants by these tags.

• How to Rate Applications - Ratings enable institutions to keep track of individual evaluation
criteria. Evaluators can rate users from the document viewer or from the applicant page. In
a blind review, evaluators cannot view one another's ratings and comments.

• How to Comment on Applications - Comments allow evaluators to call to light certain details
on an application packet from the document viewer and the applicant page. These details
are visible to other evaluators, ratings and comments are hidden.

• How to Leave Personal Annotations on Application Materials and Export Them - Evaluators
can leave personal annotations on application documents that have been submitted by the
applicant. These are only available to the user who writes them and can be exported.

• How to Archive or Unarchive an Application - When an applicant (and their materials) are
archived, evaluators are no longer able to view their application, and applicants will no
longer be notified of changes within the position.

Optional LearningOptional Learning

• View an Applicant's Packet - Once an evaluator is added to a search, and the appropriate
settings enabled, evaluators will be able to view submitted application materials and begin
the evaluation process.

• Share Applications by Email - If enabled, users can send applicant documents by email to
share with other users.

• Print Applications - Easily print applicant materials with a few clicks, if enabled by the
institution.

• Download Application Materials - At any time, evaluators can download the application
materials, if enabled by the institution.

• An External Evaluator's Guide to Provide External Evaluations - A guide that can be provided
to external evaluators to help them provide evaluations within Interfolio.

• Why can't Evaluators see the applicants? - A common issue where evaluators cannot see the
applicant list, this guide will assist in troubleshooting these issues.
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Read and Evaluate Applications Using theRead and Evaluate Applications Using the
Materials ViewerMaterials Viewer

Faculty Search users can read and annotate application materials using our built-in viewer.

Materials from multiple applicants can be loaded into the viewer, allowing users to scroll
through and evaluate applications without leaving the browser window.

Users can also make annotations on application materials, download the annotations they
make, and if enabled, can leave comments, add labels, and rate applicants from the viewer.

 The instructions below are for accessing the viewer from the Applications page of a
position. Accessing the viewer from here allows evaluators to load multiple
applications into the viewer at once. Note that evaluators can also access the viewer
from the profile page of an individual applicant and read one application at a time.

Navigate to the Applications page for the position you are
evaluating:

Click the Positions page from the navigation barClick the Positions page from the navigation bar
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Click the position titleClick the position title

Select applications to reviewSelect applications to review

Click "Read" to load selected applications into the MaterialsClick "Read" to load selected applications into the Materials
ViewerViewer

 The buttons that display here are determined by your level of permissions in the
program.
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All selected applications will be loaded into the viewer for youAll selected applications will be loaded into the viewer for you
to review one at a timeto review one at a time

 If enabled, users can leave comments, tags, and ratings, and download applications
from the top right of the viewer

Users can use the Search PDF box to find specific text in anUsers can use the Search PDF box to find specific text in an
applicant's materialsapplicant's materials

Viewing Materials:

All materials of the currently displayed application will appearAll materials of the currently displayed application will appear
bookmarked in the left hand column of the viewerbookmarked in the left hand column of the viewer

 Click the name of a document to display it in the viewer.
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Videos will also display in the viewerVideos will also display in the viewer
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Links to Webpages appear in the viewer but open the webpage in aLinks to Webpages appear in the viewer but open the webpage in a
new browser tabnew browser tab

Navigating in the Document Viewer:

Use the arrows at the top of the viewer to move between applicationsUse the arrows at the top of the viewer to move between applications
when multiple applicants are selectedwhen multiple applicants are selected
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Use the controls at the bottom of the viewer for navigation of theUse the controls at the bottom of the viewer for navigation of the
currently displayed application:currently displayed application:

Toggle on or off the header bar of the viewer for distraction freeToggle on or off the header bar of the viewer for distraction free
viewing of materialsviewing of materials

Zoom in or out of the documentZoom in or out of the document

Page forward or backward in the displayed applicationPage forward or backward in the displayed application
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Annotating documents:

 Annotations are private, personal notes about an application, and are only viewable by
the committee member who added the note. See here for more information on
making annotations on application documents.

Annotations are added and managed from the lower right corner ofAnnotations are added and managed from the lower right corner of
the viewerthe viewer
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Click the "note" icon to leave an annotation on the currently displayedClick the "note" icon to leave an annotation on the currently displayed
documentdocument

Click the "view" icon to toggle on or off the display of annotationsClick the "view" icon to toggle on or off the display of annotations

You can quickly view all of the annotations added to a document fromYou can quickly view all of the annotations added to a document from
the "Annotations" tab in the document viewerthe "Annotations" tab in the document viewer

 Click the annotation in the list to find it in the application.
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Note that you can export and download annotations by clicking theNote that you can export and download annotations by clicking the
export iconexport icon

 Annotations are exported to a PDF file that you can save, download and print.
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Working With the List of Applicants For aWorking With the List of Applicants For a
PositionPosition

The list of applicants for a position is often quite long, but we provide you with tools that
will help you organize your work by allowing you to customize how the list or applicants is
sorted and what information is displayed. You can also save and recall your searches and
customized views of the list so you can save your work and return to it later.

This article explains the tools we provide to help you sort, organize and manage the
applications for your position.

Access the list of applicants for a position:

1. Select "Positions"link on the navigation bar1. Select "Positions"link on the navigation bar
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2. Click the position title to open the list of applications for that2. Click the position title to open the list of applications for that
positionposition

 You will see the list of applicants for your position listed in a table. The position title
and open and close dates appears at the top left of the page, the position status to the
top right, as shown below.
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3. Select one or more applicants in the list3. Select one or more applicants in the list

 Check the "Applicant Name" box at the top of the table to select all applicants in the
list, or check the box next to the applicant(s) you want to review.

4. Selecting a name or names from the list opens a new set of buttons4. Selecting a name or names from the list opens a new set of buttons
on the page as shown belowon the page as shown below

 The buttons that display here are determined by your role in the program, and your
display may show different buttons than the ones below.
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You can read, annotate, and download the selected applicationsYou can read, annotate, and download the selected applications

 See here for more information on using our Materials Viewer to read and annotate
application materials.

 See here for more information on downloading application materials.
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Searching the list of applicants and saving searches:

1. Enter a keyword in the box to search the list1. Enter a keyword in the box to search the list

2. The results display and the search term appears above the list2. The results display and the search term appears above the list
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3. Click "Save" to save and name the view of the list filtered according3. Click "Save" to save and name the view of the list filtered according
to your search resultsto your search results

4. Enter a name for your view and click the check to save it4. Enter a name for your view and click the check to save it
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5. Click "Saved Views" to the right of the page to recall the saved view5. Click "Saved Views" to the right of the page to recall the saved view
of the listof the list

Filter the list of applicants and save and recall your view:

1. Click the "Filter" button at the top of the list to open a set of options1. Click the "Filter" button at the top of the list to open a set of options
for filtering the listfor filtering the list

 You can filter the list of applications by data points including highest degree earned,
application status, labels, ratings, or completion status.

 If applicants have filled out forms, you can also filter by responses to application
forms!
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2. The list will be filtered according to your settings and the filters will2. The list will be filtered according to your settings and the filters will
appear above the listappear above the list

 Note that you can easily remove the filters you add either one at a time, or by hitting
the button labeled "Clear Filters."
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3. Click "Save" to name and save the filtered view of the applicant list3. Click "Save" to name and save the filtered view of the applicant list

4. Enter a name and click the check mark4. Enter a name and click the check mark
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5. Click "Saved Views" (to the right of the page) to recall the view of the5. Click "Saved Views" (to the right of the page) to recall the view of the
list using the filters you have setlist using the filters you have set

Tagging applications:Tagging applications:

 Tags are bits of text you can use to help identify, sort, and mark applications. If your
institution allows it, you can add and create tags to attach to an application.

With one or more applicants selected in the list, click the "Tag" buttonWith one or more applicants selected in the list, click the "Tag" button
and either select or create a tagand either select or create a tag

 You can also click the "Add" icon to add a label to an application.
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Customizing the columns of information that display on yourCustomizing the columns of information that display on your
view of the applicant list:view of the applicant list:

 You can configure which columns the applicant list will display.

Click the "Columns" button to the right of the page and select theClick the "Columns" button to the right of the page and select the
columns of information you want to displaycolumns of information you want to display

 The default columns that will display are applicant name, date updated, tags, and
overall average rating (if enabled). You can add columns for complete status, date
submitted, highes degree earned and highest degree date, and your overall ratings.
Note that you can restore the default columns at any time.

 You can also add answers to custom form questions as column headers in the display.
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Setting the pagination of the applicant list:Setting the pagination of the applicant list:

 By default the list displays 25 applications at a time, but you can set the pagination to
display 50, 100, 200, or all applications. Look to the bottom left of the page to set the
number of applicants displayed at one time.
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Saving searches and views of the list:Saving searches and views of the list:

 Remember that changes you make to the filters, columns, searches, and pagination
will be remembered during your session. To save the searches and filtered views of the
list, click the "Save" button and give the view a name.
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Use Tags to Mark and Sort ApplicationsUse Tags to Mark and Sort Applications

Tags are bits of text that can be added to an applicant's record to help sort, categorize, and
quickly identify applications in Faculty Search.

If enabled, committee members can use tags:

• To identify candidates with significant achievements such as teaching awards or
fellowships.

• To mark progress of an application through the hiring process ("Interviewed," "Shortlist,"
"Not Competitive").

• To quickly add comments useful for sorting applications ("Good Teaching Evaluations,"
"Strong Publications").

• To mark applications they have reviewed or are responsible for reviewing.
• To filter the list of applicants and focus on the most competitive.

Committee Managers can also use tags to assign specific Evaluators to a candidate. Tags
can be added from the Applications page, the Applicant Profile of an individual candidate,
and can also be attached to an application when running an application report.

Navigate to the Applications page for a position

Select "View Positions" on your account dashboardSelect "View Positions" on your account dashboard
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Click the position titleClick the position title

Check the box next to name of applicant(s) you want to tagCheck the box next to name of applicant(s) you want to tag

 Click "Applicant" at the top of the table to select all applicants.

Checking the box next to a name opens a row of buttons to theChecking the box next to a name opens a row of buttons to the
right of the pageright of the page

 The buttons that appear here are determined by your permissions in the program.
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Click the "Tag" buttonClick the "Tag" button
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Select the tag you want to apply, or select "Add new tag" toSelect the tag you want to apply, or select "Add new tag" to
create a new onecreate a new one

In the default list view, applied tags appear in the same row asIn the default list view, applied tags appear in the same row as
the applicant's namethe applicant's name
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Note that you can set whether or not tags will display by customizingNote that you can set whether or not tags will display by customizing
and saving your view of the listand saving your view of the list

You can also create and add a tag to an application by clickingYou can also create and add a tag to an application by clicking
the "Add" icon in the same row as an applicant's namethe "Add" icon in the same row as an applicant's name
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You can use tags to filter the list of applications:

Click "Filter" at the top of the list of applications and select one orClick "Filter" at the top of the list of applications and select one or
more tags from the listmore tags from the list

 Note that the active filters appear across the top of the list of applications.
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Only applications with the selected tag(s) will display in the listOnly applications with the selected tag(s) will display in the list

To remove the tag as a filter, uncheck it in the list of filters at the top ofTo remove the tag as a filter, uncheck it in the list of filters at the top of
the page, or click the "X" beside the tag in the list of filters above thethe page, or click the "X" beside the tag in the list of filters above the
applicant listapplicant list
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You can also add and create tags from the Applicant ProfileYou can also add and create tags from the Applicant Profile
pagepage

Users with access to reporting functions can add tags to anUsers with access to reporting functions can add tags to an
Applications ReportApplications Report

 For more information see the article on how to Create an Applications Report.
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Rate ApplicantsRate Applicants

If your institution or department allows it, Evaluators can rate applicants on a simple 5-star
scale. Ratings can be assigned and viewed from the Applicant Profile page or from within
the Materials Viewer.

Depending on the settings established by your institution, you may or may not be able to
see the ratings of other Evaluators.

Click the Positions page from the navigation bar.Click the Positions page from the navigation bar.

Click the position titleClick the position title
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Click the applicant's name to open the Applicant Profile pageClick the applicant's name to open the Applicant Profile page

 If enabled, you will see an average of the ratings you have given the applicant to the
right of the page.

Scroll down to "Ratings" and mouse over the stars to rate theScroll down to "Ratings" and mouse over the stars to rate the
applicantapplicant

 If the search has been set up as blind review, you will only see your own ratings. If
allowed, you may see a summary of the ratings of other Evaluators on your committee.
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You can also assign ratings while reviewing applications in the
Materials Viewer:

On the Applications page, select the name or names of the applicantsOn the Applications page, select the name or names of the applicants
to review and click "Read"to review and click "Read"

 Click "Applicant Name" at the top of the table to load all applications into the viewer.
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The applications you've selected will open in the viewerThe applications you've selected will open in the viewer

Click "Ratings" at the top right of the document viewerClick "Ratings" at the top right of the document viewer
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Enter your ratings for each criteria and click "X" to close when you areEnter your ratings for each criteria and click "X" to close when you are
finished rating the applicantfinished rating the applicant
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Comment on an ApplicationComment on an Application

Depending on your institution's or department's settings in Faculty Search, Evaluators can
comment on applications from the Applicant Profile page, and can also add comments from
the Materials Viewer while reviewing applications in a browser window.

Comments are not the same as annotations. Depending on the settings in the program,
comments may be visible to other reviewers, where as annotations are personal notes only
visible to you.

Click on the link to the positions page located in the navigationClick on the link to the positions page located in the navigation
bar.bar.

Click the position titleClick the position title
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Click the applicant's name to open the Applicant Profile pageClick the applicant's name to open the Applicant Profile page

Scroll down to "Comments" and click "Add Comment"Scroll down to "Comments" and click "Add Comment"

 Depending on the settings, you may only be able to read your own comments.

 Note that you can edit and delete comments using the icons to the right of the page.

Comment on applications from the Materials Viewer:

 You can also comment on applications from the viewer by following the steps below.
This allows you to load multiple applications into your browser and scroll through
leaving comments without leaving your browser window.
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On the Applications page, select the name or names of the applicantsOn the Applications page, select the name or names of the applicants
to review and click "Read"to review and click "Read"

 The applications you've selected will open in the viewer. Click next to "Applicant Name"
at the top of the table to load all applications into the viewer.

Click the "Comments" button at the top right the viewerClick the "Comments" button at the top right the viewer
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Enter your comment and click "Save"Enter your comment and click "Save"
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Make Notes on Application Materials andMake Notes on Application Materials and
Export Your AnnotationsExport Your Annotations

Committee members can add annotations to individual documents when viewing
application materials in the viewer and can export the annotations they make in a PDF file.

Annotations are private, personal notes about an application, similar to attaching sticky
notes, or marking up a document with comments. Such annotations come in handy if you
are a committee member reviewing a large number of applications and need to remember
your thoughts about each applicant.

Unlike comments, which can be viewed by other committee members, these annotations
are visible only to the evaluator who created them.

Annotations have their own tab in the viewer, making it easy to quickly view your notes.
Simply export your annotations to save your notes on an application.

 Only in extreme cases (such as a lawsuit that demands discovery of all private
documents) are annotations "discoverable."

Navigate to the Applications page for the position you are
evaluating:

Click the positions page from the navigation bar on the left-hand sideClick the positions page from the navigation bar on the left-hand side
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Click the position titleClick the position title

Select applications to review

On the Applications page, check the box next to "Applicant" at the top of the table to select all
applications -or- check the box next to the name of each individual applicant you want to
review.

Click "Read" to load selected applications into the document
viewer

Selecting names in the list opens a new set of buttons on the page.. The buttons that open here
are determined by the actions your user role can perform in the program. Committee
Managers and Administrators will see a few more buttons than Evaluators.
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All selected applications will be loaded into the viewer for youAll selected applications will be loaded into the viewer for you
to review one at a timeto review one at a time
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You can quickly view all of the annotations added to aYou can quickly view all of the annotations added to a
document from the "Annotations" tab in the document viewerdocument from the "Annotations" tab in the document viewer

 Click the annotation in the list to find it on the application.

Note that you can export and download annotations by clickingNote that you can export and download annotations by clicking
the export iconthe export icon

 Annotations are exported to a PDF file that you can save, download and print.
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Annotations are added and managed from the lower rightAnnotations are added and managed from the lower right
corner of the viewercorner of the viewer

 Annotations are private, personal notes about an application, and are only viewable by
the committee member who added the note.
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Click the "view" icon to toggle on or off the display ofClick the "view" icon to toggle on or off the display of
annotationsannotations
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Click the "note" icon to leave an annotation on the currentlyClick the "note" icon to leave an annotation on the currently
displayed documentdisplayed document

Select the type of annotation you want to create

• Make no selection to add a simple "stickie" note to the document
• "Point" adds a note with an arrow pointing to a particular point in the document
• "Area" adds a note about a selected area
• "Text" adds a note about highlighted
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Stickie notes:Stickie notes:

Click into the document and add your note where you want it to appear.

"Point" (arrow) notes:"Point" (arrow) notes:

Select "Point," and add a note wth an arrow in the document. You can drag and drop to change
the location of the arrow or note.
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"Area" notes:"Area" notes:

Click "Area," and draw to select an area in the document to annotate.

"Text" notes:"Text" notes:

Click "Text" and select text in the document to highlight. Note that you can choose between
orange or yellow highlighting.
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To edit a note you've added, simply click into the text fieldTo edit a note you've added, simply click into the text field
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To delete a note, click into the text field and then click the trashTo delete a note, click into the text field and then click the trash
iconicon
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Archive or Unarchive an ApplicationArchive or Unarchive an Application

Committee Managers are able to archive and unarchive applications in Interfolio Faculty
Search. Applications can be archived and unarchived from the Applications page.

Select positions from the navigation barSelect positions from the navigation bar

Click the position title to access applications for the positionClick the position title to access applications for the position
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Select the application(s) to archiveSelect the application(s) to archive

Click the "Additional Options" icon (to the right of the page) andClick the "Additional Options" icon (to the right of the page) and
select "Archive" to archive the selected applicationsselect "Archive" to archive the selected applications

To unarchive an application, click the "Filter" button and selectTo unarchive an application, click the "Filter" button and select
"Archived" to the right of the page"Archived" to the right of the page

This will filter the list to display only archived positions.
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Select one or more names in the list to unarchiveSelect one or more names in the list to unarchive

Click the "Additional Options" icon (to the right of the page) and selectClick the "Additional Options" icon (to the right of the page) and select
"Unarchive" to unarchive the selected applications"Unarchive" to unarchive the selected applications

Remember to clear the "Archived" filter to view active applications
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Section 7 - Closing andSection 7 - Closing and
Reporting a Position SearchReporting a Position Search
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Section 7 - Closing and Reporting a PositionSection 7 - Closing and Reporting a Position
SearchSearch

 Click to go to the previous section in this guide.

Click to return to the table of contents

This section will demonstrate how to generate and export reports of the data collected during
the use of Interfolio Faculty Search. Both during deliberation and after the committee has made
their final decision, the institution and the committee can gain valuable insight from data on the
candidates, process, and evaluations related to the search.

Learning Goals:Learning Goals:

• Closing a Report
• Applicant/Applications Report
• Position Report
• System Log
• Forms Report

VocabularyVocabulary

• Position ReportPosition Report - Committee managers and administrators can use the positions report
feature in the "Reports" section of Interfolio Faculty Search to generate report data on
searches in ByCommittee.

• Applicant/ApplicationApplicant/Application ReportReport - Allows administrators to pick and choose from an extensive
list of applicant data fields to create a customized report, which can be viewed onscreen,
saved and recalled, and downloaded as a CSV file.

• Form Report [EEO Report/Custom Reports]Form Report [EEO Report/Custom Reports] - A report that enables users to pull in parts of
data from forms that applicants filled out, and build what they want to see. Some
information depicts demographics information related to EEO data as captured by Interfolio
Faculty Search.

• SystemSystem LogLog - The system log is a record of all changes/submissions within Faculty Search.
This is a record-keeping tool to maintain a record of when and how something has changed,
and logs are customizable based on what a user wants to see.
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Interfolio Concepts and VocabularyInterfolio Concepts and Vocabulary

ReportsReports

The reports that Interfolio provides are designed to be used in many different ways. We
understand that users often have to compare different aspects of their data, and sometimes
reports are needed quickly. The reporting interface has been created with that in mind.
Interfolio allows you to build reports with only the relevant data and lets you save the reports
you perform frequently.

These are the reports that are available to Interfolio users:

• Positions Report
• Applicant/Applications Report
• System Log
• Custom Report

Position ReportPosition Report

The position report allows users with the proper permissions to see information about all of the
positions within Interfolio Faculty Search. The user can filter the reports by position status and
other details in order to see all of the relevant positions. Additionally, users can see what types
of messages have been sent to the applicant, either automatically or manually by a committee
member.

Applicant/Applications ReportApplicant/Applications Report

The applicant/applications report is an essential tool to a committee during a search and after
the search has been closed. With this report, users are able to pull evaluator information and
pull relevant information from only the applicants they are interested in.

If users only want to pull information about individuals that fit a specific criteria, that is available
to them within a few clicks. This can be rating, degree, and even individual form responses.

Form Report - "EEO Report"Form Report - "EEO Report"

The form report is a dynamic exporting tool that enables users at an institution to build and
configure an output based on many points of data. Every form that is filled out by an applicant
is available from this form. For example, if you have the proper permissions, you can pull up a
report of specific EEO information entered into forms.
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System LogSystem Log

Learning MaterialsLearning Materials

Required LearningRequired Learning

• Closing a Faculty Search (w/Video) - When closing a Faculty Search, you have the option to
notify all applicants of the change, change the position status to closed or a similar status,
and choose a selected candidate. This step is essential for accurate reporting.

• Applicant/Applications Report - The applications report allows users with the correct
permissions to export reports based on applicant data that has been captured within
Interfolio Faculty Search.

• Position Report - Committee Managers and Administrators can use the positions report
feature to generate reports on searches conducted using Interfolio Faculty Search.

• EEO or Custom Report - Administrators, Committee Managers and EEO Officers in Interfolio
Faculty Search can generate a Forms Report that provides a visual representation of data
collected from EEO questionnaires and custom application forms. The report data can be
displayed onscreen or downloaded as a .csv file for use in spreadsheet programs.

• System Log The reports contained in the System Logs section of Interfolio Faculty Search
provide Administrators with complete visibility of changes associated with the positions they
are managing.

• View Report of Emails and Notifications - Administrators can view sent emails and
notification messages in Faculty Search from the "Logs" tab of the Reports page.

Optional LearningOptional Learning

• How to weight ratings from an applicant report - If an institution wants to use the rating tool,
but weight their criteria differently for the average, we recommend that the committee
manager use a spreadsheet program. Here is a guide on how to use an applicant report with
a spreadsheet to create weighted ratings.

• How to reopen a closed search - How to reopen a search that was previously closed by a
committee.
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Close a Position (Archive) and Indicate anClose a Position (Archive) and Indicate an
OutcomeOutcome

Committee Managers and Administrators can close a position when applications are no
longer being considered, either because a hire has been made or for some other reason.

When closing a position, Committee Managers or Administrators are asked to indicate
which applicants were selected to fill the position, and if no applicants were selected, can
leave an optional note to document why no selection was made. The user is also asked to
set a final closed status for the position and has the option to send a message to all
applicants based on the status they have chosen.

In addition, Administrators can run reports that clearly document who was hired for every
search in the system. For more information see this article on how to run a report on hired
applicants.

This article explains how to close a position and document the outcome of the search.

 If you want to reopen a position, see our available guide.

Select the position you want to close from the list of positionsSelect the position you want to close from the list of positions
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Click "Position Actions" button at the top right of the screenClick "Position Actions" button at the top right of the screen

Select "Close Position" from the dropdown menuSelect "Close Position" from the dropdown menu
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Indicate whether or not an applicant was selected to fill theIndicate whether or not an applicant was selected to fill the
positionposition

If no applicant was selected, you can leave an optional note to
document why no selection was made, and click the "Close
Position" button
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If one or more applicants was selected, click "Add Applicants"

A list of available applicants will appear as shown below. Click "Add" toA list of available applicants will appear as shown below. Click "Add" to
add the selected applicantsadd the selected applicants

You can search the list of available applicants by name, or email address, and filter the list by
application status.
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Click "Close Position" at the bottom left of the page when all of theClick "Close Position" at the bottom left of the page when all of the
applicants selected to fill the position have been addedapplicants selected to fill the position have been added

Select a position status or add a custom position status to
complete the search

Once you close a position, you should select an appropriate position status to indicate the
position's closed state.

See here for more information on Position Statuses.

Back on the position page, locate the current status at the top of theBack on the position page, locate the current status at the top of the
page, and click the "Change" linkpage, and click the "Change" link

Note that the position's closed state is indicated in parentheses, but it is still a good idea to
officially change the status when closing the position.
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Select the appropriate position status from the dropdown listSelect the appropriate position status from the dropdown list

Confirm that you want to change the statusConfirm that you want to change the status

Note that you can elect to send a message to applicants notifying them of the change in status.
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The position is now closedThe position is now closed

 Note:Note: The landing page of the closed position will be unpublished and no longer
accessible to applicants.

The position will no longer appear in the list of active cases but willThe position will no longer appear in the list of active cases but will
appear in the list of closed (archived) positions viewable by filtering theappear in the list of closed (archived) positions viewable by filtering the
list of positionslist of positions
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To reopen the position:To reopen the position:

Select it from the list of closed positionsSelect it from the list of closed positions

Click "Position Actions" to the right of the applications page, and selectClick "Position Actions" to the right of the applications page, and select
"Open Position" from the dropdown menu"Open Position" from the dropdown menu
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Make sure you change the position status to an appropriate open orMake sure you change the position status to an appropriate open or
active statusactive status
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Run an Applications ReportRun an Applications Report

Applications Reports allow Administrators to pick and choose from an extensive list of
applicant data fields to create a customized report, which can be viewed onscreen, saved
and recalled, and downloaded as a CSV file.

About Applications Reports:

Applications Reports are created by applying a customizable set of filters to sort applications
along many possible data points.

As you apply filters...
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...the applications meeting the criteria are displayed.

You can even customize what columns of information will display.
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To get started, navigate to the Reports section of your Interfolio
Faculty Search account

Select the Administration page from the navigation barSelect the Administration page from the navigation bar
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Reports opens by default on the"Applications Report" tabReports opens by default on the"Applications Report" tab

Select a set of filtersSelect a set of filters

By default you can filter by unit, status, degree, tags, name, etc.

You can sort by application ratings, completeness, choose to view only selected or rejected
applicants, and view archived or withdrawn applications.

You can also filter by date of final submission, and date of first submission, and filter by
responses to form questions.
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To filter by form responses:To filter by form responses:

Click "Filter by Form Responses" and select the form, question, and response.
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Add custom columns of informationAdd custom columns of information

Click the "Columns" button and select or deselect columns to addClick the "Columns" button and select or deselect columns to add

 There is an extensive list of possible columns including information about applicants
(telephone, email, city, state, ratings, etc.) information about positions (dates,
committee members, salary range and so on). You can even add a column to see
responses to one or more form questions.

View and/or download the resultsView and/or download the results

The list will display your custom columns and applied filters. Click "Download CSV" to save a
spreadsheet file of the results.
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Save your reportSave your report

Click "Save" and give your report a nameClick "Save" and give your report a name

Save and name your report so you can recall this set of filters and columns later.
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Click "Saved Reports" to recall a report at any timeClick "Saved Reports" to recall a report at any time
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Run a Positions Report in Faculty SearchRun a Positions Report in Faculty Search

Committee Managers and Administrators can use the positions report feature in the
"Reports" section of Interfolio Faculty Search to generate report data on searches in
ByCommittee.

About Positions Reports

Positions Reports are created by applying a customizable set of filters to sort positions.

As you apply filters...
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...the positions meeting the criteria are displayed.

You can even customize what columns of information will display.
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Navigate to the Reports section of your Interfolio Faculty Search
account

Select Reports from the navigation barSelect Reports from the navigation bar
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Select the "Positions Report" tabSelect the "Positions Report" tab
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Select filters

Select unit(s) on which to reportSelect unit(s) on which to report
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Select Position StatusesSelect Position Statuses

Select a date range for open and close datesSelect a date range for open and close dates
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Select a position type (faculty or fellowship)Select a position type (faculty or fellowship)

Choose to filter by open positionsChoose to filter by open positions
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Save reports

Click to save the filters and columns you have setClick to save the filters and columns you have set

Give your report a name so you can recall it laterGive your report a name so you can recall it later
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You can recall your saved reports by clicking "Saved Reports"You can recall your saved reports by clicking "Saved Reports"

Customize the displayed columns

You can set the columns that will display in your report by deselecting the defaults and/or
adding new columns to display.
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Download your reportDownload your report
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Run an EEO or Custom Form ReportRun an EEO or Custom Form Report

Administrators, Committee Managers and EEO Officers in Interfolio Faculty Search can
generate a Forms Report that provides a visual representation of data collected from EEO
questionnaires and custom application forms. The report data can be displayed onscreen
or downloaded as a .csv file for use in spreadsheet programs.

Access to EEO form reports is restricted accordingly to those with partial or full access to
EEO information at your institution. Any Committee Manager, Administrator, or EEO Officer
can view a summary of data collected with EEO forms for the units or positions to which
they have access. EEO Officers and Administrators who are granted full EEO access can view
a report of detailed applicant responses to EEO forms. Committee Managers cannot view or
pull a report on individual responses to EEO forms.

Navigate to the reports section of your Interfolio account

Select Administration from the navigation bar.Select Administration from the navigation bar.
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Select the "Form Report" tabSelect the "Form Report" tab

1. Select a unit1. Select a unit
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2. Select the position(s) to include in the report2. Select the position(s) to include in the report

3. Select the form(s) on which you want a report3. Select the form(s) on which you want a report
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4. Click "View Report" to view the data online, or "Download4. Click "View Report" to view the data online, or "Download
(CSV)" to download the data in a spreadsheet file(CSV)" to download the data in a spreadsheet file

5. Link to report5. Link to report

 When the report displays, click "Report Link" to open or bookmark a permanent link to
the report, or you can copy and paste a link to share the report.
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If you select an EEO form, and you are an EEO Officer orIf you select an EEO form, and you are an EEO Officer or
Administrator with EEO access, you can choose to view aAdministrator with EEO access, you can choose to view a
"Response Summary" or "Detailed Applicant Responses" to the"Response Summary" or "Detailed Applicant Responses" to the
formform

Note: This option will not appear for Committee Managers or Administrators who do not have
access to EEO information.
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The "Response Summary"The "Response Summary"

The "Response Summary" report is available to any Committee Manager, Administrator or EEO
Officer with access to a position or the unit in which that position resides.

The "Response Summary" provides a summary, detailed category view, and overview of the
applicant pool responding to EEO forms. Results can be displayed onscreen or downloaded via
.csv file. Both will display your questions & responses, along with a break down of the number
of responses and response percentage for each answer value.

"Detailed Applicant Respones""Detailed Applicant Respones"

The Detailed Applicant Response report is available only to EEO Officers or Administrators who
have specifically been granted complete EEO access. Committee Managers are not able to pull
this type of report under any circumstance. Results can be displayed onscreen or downloaded
via .csv file. Both will display the applicant's name and responses to each of the questions
included in your EEO form.
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View System LogsView System Logs

The reports contained in the System Logs section of Interfolio Faculty Search provide
Administrators with complete visibility of changes associated with the positions they are
managing.

To access System Logs:To access System Logs:

1. Select Reports from the navigation bar1. Select Reports from the navigation bar
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2. Open the "Logs" tab on the Reports page2. Open the "Logs" tab on the Reports page

Application Form Changes

Interfolio will track any changes made to any form attached to a position in the system,
providing visibility of when the form was created, and when any questions or available answers
were changed.

Follow the steps below to view a log of changes to application forms.
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1. The "Logs" tab opens on the Application Form Changes log, or1. The "Logs" tab opens on the Application Form Changes log, or
choose "Application Form Changes" from the System Logs menuchoose "Application Form Changes" from the System Logs menu
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2. Select or search for a unit2. Select or search for a unit

3. Select the form(s) to include in the report from the dropdown menu3. Select the form(s) to include in the report from the dropdown menu
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4. Select "View Report" to view the data onscreen, or "Download (CSV)"4. Select "View Report" to view the data onscreen, or "Download (CSV)"
to download the information and open it in a spreadsheet programto download the information and open it in a spreadsheet program

Application Status Changes

This log keeps track of the application statuses assigned to applicants. This report can be run
either for an entire position or for a single applicant.

Follow the instructions below to view a log of application status changes.
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1. Open the "Logs" tab of the Reports page, and choose "Application1. Open the "Logs" tab of the Reports page, and choose "Application
Status Changes" from the System Logs menuStatus Changes" from the System Logs menu
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2. Select or search for the position for which you want to run the2. Select or search for the position for which you want to run the
reportreport

3. Select "View Report" to display the report on screen, or "Download3. Select "View Report" to display the report on screen, or "Download
(CSV)" to save it as a spreadsheet file(CSV)" to save it as a spreadsheet file

Messages Sent

The Messages Sent log allows you to view all outbound communication sent while running an
Interfolio position.

Follow the steps below to view a log of messages.
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1. From the "Logs" tab of Reports, click the "System Logs" button to the1. From the "Logs" tab of Reports, click the "System Logs" button to the
right of the page, and choose "Messages Sent" from the dropdownright of the page, and choose "Messages Sent" from the dropdown
menu.menu.
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2. Select one or more positions2. Select one or more positions
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3. Click "View Report" to view the emails, or "Download CSV" to save a3. Click "View Report" to view the emails, or "Download CSV" to save a
spreadsheet of the resultsspreadsheet of the results

Position Details Changes

This log will track changes made in the position details while creating or editing the position.

Follow the steps below to generate a log of changes to position details.
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1. Open the "Logs" tab of the Reports page, and choose "Position1. Open the "Logs" tab of the Reports page, and choose "Position
Detail Changes" from the System Logs menuDetail Changes" from the System Logs menu

2. Select one or more positions2. Select one or more positions
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3. Click "View Report" to view the emails, or "Download CSV" to save a3. Click "View Report" to view the emails, or "Download CSV" to save a
spreadsheet of the resultsspreadsheet of the results

Position Status Changes

This log keeps track of the application statuses assigned to positions.
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1. Open the "Logs" tab of the Reports page, and choose "Position1. Open the "Logs" tab of the Reports page, and choose "Position
Status Changes" from the System Logs menuStatus Changes" from the System Logs menu

2. Select one or more positions to include in the report2. Select one or more positions to include in the report
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3. Select a date range for the report3. Select a date range for the report
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4. Click "View Report" to view the emails, or "Download CSV" to save a4. Click "View Report" to view the emails, or "Download CSV" to save a
spreadsheet of the resultsspreadsheet of the results
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View Report of Emails and NotificationsView Report of Emails and Notifications

Administrators can view sent emails and notification messages in Faculty Search from the
"Logs" tab of the Reports page.

Note: You cannot view account welcome emails sent to other users or to applicants for
whom a new Dossier account was created when applying for a position through Faculty
Search.

To access System Logs:To access System Logs:

1. Select the Administration page from the navigation bar1. Select the Administration page from the navigation bar
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2. Open the "Logs" tab on the Reports page2. Open the "Logs" tab on the Reports page

Messages Sent

The Messages Sent log allows you to view all outbound communication sent while running a
Faculty Search position.
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1. From the "Logs" tab of Reports, click the "System Logs" button to the1. From the "Logs" tab of Reports, click the "System Logs" button to the
right of the page, and choose "Messages Sent" from the dropdownright of the page, and choose "Messages Sent" from the dropdown
menu.menu.
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2. Select one or more positions2. Select one or more positions
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3. Click "View Report" to view the emails, or "Download CSV" to save a3. Click "View Report" to view the emails, or "Download CSV" to save a
spreadsheet of the resultsspreadsheet of the results
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	Sample Message Templates
	Best Practice Guide: Installing an Institutional Set of Position and Application Statuses
	Access the "Administration" settings of Faculty Search
	Select the Administration option from the navigation bar

	Make sure you are editing the settings for the correct administrative unit
	1. Disable the ability of lower administrative units to create new position statuses
	2. Confirm that you want to disable position status creation for all lower units
	3. You may want to delete existing statuses to start with a clean slate. Click "x" to delete a status
	4. Click "Actions" and select "Add new status"
	5. Enter the name of the status and set the associated permissions
	6. Confirm that you want to send the status down to lower units
	7. Repeat steps 4 thru 6 above to create a complete set of statuses for the institution
	8. Click "Actions" and select "Send statuses to lower units"
	9. Confirm that want to send the list of statuses down to all lower units. This will replace all statuses created by lower units with the new list of statuses you've created
	1. Scroll down to the "Application Status" section, and disable the ability of lower administrative units to create new application statuses
	2. Confirm that you want to disable application status creation for all lower units
	3. You may want to delete existing statuses to start with a clean slate. Click "x" to delete a status
	4. Click "Actions" and select "Add new status"
	5. Enter the name of the status and set the associated permissions
	6. Confirm that you want to send the status down to lower units
	7. Repeat steps 4 thru 6 above to create a complete set of statuses for the institution
	8. Click "Actions" and select "Send statuses to lower units"
	9. Confirm that want to send the list of statuses down to all lower units. This will replace all statuses created by lower units with the new list of statuses you've created
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	3. On the "Statuses" tab, look for the "Position Status" section at the top of the page
	4. Click "Actions"
	5. Select "Add new status"
	6. Enter the status name and indicate the permissions associated with the status
	7. Once you have created a status you will have the option to send that status down to lower administrative units
	Click "Action" and select "Send statuses to lower units"
	Confirm that you want to replace any statuses the lower units have created
	Click to disable or enable status creation
	1. Click the edit pencil next to the status
	2. Make your edits and click "Save"
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	1. From your navigation bar, click "Administration"
	2. Check to make sure you are editing settings for the correct unit
	3. On the "Statuses" tab, scroll down to "Application Status"
	4. Click "Actions"
	5. Select "Add new status"
	6. Enter the status name, set whether or not applicants can update application materials, and view the status when it is applied, and click to save
	7. You will be given the option to provide this status for any units that are below the unit you are editing
	Click "Action" and select "Send statuses to lower units"
	Confirm that you want to replace any statuses the lower units have created
	Click to disable or enable status creation
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	Create a Position
	Note: By creating a position you will also generate a landing page that applicants will use to learn about and apply for your position.
	To get started, select "Positions" under Faculty Search in the left hand navigation bar
	Click "New Position" at the top right of the Positions page
	Select position type from the dropdown menu, and search for or select the unit in which to create the position
	Choose to create a new position from scratch or clone an existing position
	If you choose to clone a position you will need to search for and select the position to clone

	Now you're ready to create your position!
	1.1. Provide general information about the position
	1.2. Describe the position including specific qualifications
	1.3. Provide instructions for applying (required documents, formats, etc.)
	1.4. Enter an Equal Employment Opportunity Statement, and click "Save & Continue"
	2.1. Click "Add Requirement"
	2.2. Select the document type from the dropdown list
	2.3. Set the number required of that document type
	2.4. Add an optional note with any special instructions or other information about the requirement and click "Save" when you are finished
	2.5. You have the option to allow applicants to add additional documents

	3. Create an automated message to send applicants when they submit an application
	4.1. Click "Add Criterion"
	4.2. Type in the evaluation criterion and click "Save"
	4.3. Specify "Blind Review" if you don’t want evaluators to see the comments and ratings of their fellow committee members
	5.1. Click "Add Form"
	5.2. Select form from the dropdown list and click "Save"
	5.3. You can click "Preview" to see how applicants will see the form you have added

	6. Attach EEO Forms to the position
	6.1. Check the box labeled "Applicants must complete an Equal Employment Opportunity form."
	6.2. Select the form from the dropdown menu and click "Save & Continue" when you are done adding forms
	7.1. Click "Add Member" to call up a list of available Faculty Search users who can serve on your committee
	7.2. Search for the user by first or last name, and click "Add" to add them to the committee
	7.3. Click "Add Manager" to call up a list of available Committee Managers for your committee
	7.4. Click "Add" to add the user as manager for the committee
	7.5. Keep adding members and/or managers until you have your committee assembled, and click "Save & Continue"
	You will be notified if changes need to be made before the position can be approved
	You will receive a notification once your position is approved and you can continue with the steps below
	Click "Update Status" to set an initial status for the position
	Select the initial status from the dropdown list, or click "Add New Status" to create a new one
	Set permissions related to the status

	Publish Your Position
	Position Announcement:


	Edit an Existing Position
	Select the Positions option from the Navigation bar
	Select the position to edit
	Click the Positions Actions button and select Edit Position
	Select a step to edit from the sidebar
	Other edits possible from the Review Position page

	Adding and Editing Required Materials for a Position
	Required documents are set during the process of creating a position
	Document requirements can also be edited after a position is created
	Clicking the "Required Documents" link on the Review Positon screen takes you back to the screen above where you can edit document requirements. For more information, see the help article that covers how to edit an existing position.

	We accept the following file types:
	To add or edit required documents click "Add Requirement"  
	Select the document type from the dropdown list
	Set the number required of that document type
	Add an optional note with any special instructions or other information about the requirement and click "Save" when you are finished
	You have the option to allow applicants to add additional documents
	You can also create an automated message to send applicants when they submit an application
	When they begin to apply, the applicant will see the document requirements listed
	The applicant can upload a file from their computer or select an existing document if they already have a Dossier account
	When the correct number of each document type is uploaded a check mark appears indicating the requirement is complete
	If you have created one, the applicant will get a confirmation email when they submit their application


	Establish Custom Ratings Criteria and/or Set Up a Blind Review
	Select Positions from the navigation bar on the left-hand side
	Find and click the position title to open the list of applicants for the position
	Select Position Actions, and then choose the Edit Position option in the drop-down
	Click "Evaluation Settings" to the right of the page
	On the Evaluation Settings page:

	Set the Open Date of Your Search, Publish Your Position, and Start Accepting Applications
	Your unique landing page
	You generally set the open date while creating your position, but you can also edit the date if necessary
	From the Positions page, on the navigation bar, select the relevant
	Click the Position Actions button and then select an Edit Position page
	Click "Change" to make changes to the open and close dates
	Click "Change" to either publish or unpublish the web page announcing your position
	The URL for your position will be published when the open date arrives
	Click "View" to see your position announcement
	You can preview your announcement and copy the URL

	Edit Search Committee Membership (Add/Remove Users)
	First, make sure the committee member has been added as a Interfolio Faculty Search user
	Find and click the position title to open the list of applicants for the position
	Click "Positions Actions" and then the View Committee Option
	Click "Edit"
	Click "Add Member" to call up a list of available Interfolio users who can serve on your committee
	Search for the user by first or last name, and click "Add" to add them to the committee
	Click "Add Manager" to call up a list of available Committee Managers for your committee
	Click "Add" to add the user as Committee Manager
	Keep adding members and/or managers until you have your committee assembled, and click "Update"
	To remove a member, simply click the X next to the user's information.
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	View Referral Sources to See Where People are Finding Your Position
	Click the Positions option from the navigation bar on the left.
	Select the position to track
	Click the Position Actions button and then click View referral sources
	The top referring websites are represented in a color coded circle graph
	Click a section of the graph to see the percentage of visitors sent to your position by the source

	Assign or Change a Position Status
	To change position status from the Applications page:
	1. From the Navigation bar, select Positions.
	2. Click the position title to view the list of applicants
	3. Click the Change button for the position's Status field.
	4. Select a new status from the dropdown menu
	5. Confirm and notify applicants

	To change position status from Review Position page:
	1. Click "change" to open the "Position Status" window
	2. Apply an existing status or create a new one


	Email Applicants
	1. Select Positions from the Navigation bar
	2. Click  the position title to access applications for the position
	1. Check the box next to the name(s) of applicants you want to email
	2. Click "Email" to open a window where you can type your message to all selected applicants
	3. Enter your message, click "Preview" to see how it will appear to the recipients, and send when you are ready
	1. Click the applicant's name to open their "Applicant Profile"
	2. Click on the Actions button and select Email applicant
	About applicant notification message templates:

	Create an Application on Behalf of an Applicant
	Select the positions page from the navigation bar
	Find the position you are working on and click the title to open the list of applicants for the position
	Click the Actions button and then "Add a new applicant"
	Fill out the "Add New Application" form and click "Add"
	The applicant's name now appears in the list of applications
	Applicants will receive a standard email after being added
	Click the applicant's name to open the Applicant Profile page
	Scroll down to the "Documents" section and click "Add File"
	Scroll down to the "Documents" section and click "Add File"
	You can drag & drop or browse to upload document files
	Give the document title, and identify the type (cover letter, C.V., etc)
	If the file satisfies a requirement, indicate which requirement it satisfies
	Click "Add" to upload the document

	Select the "Video" tab, give the video a title, add the url of a Youtube or Vimeo video, and add a description
	If the video satisfies a requirement, indicate which requirement it satisfies
	The video will be added to the application materials
	Evaluators can view the video in the materials reader

	Select the "Webpage" tab, give the webpage a title, add the url and a description of the page
	If the webpage satisfies a requirement, indicate which requirement it satisfies
	A link to the page will be added to the application materials, and will display to evaluators when they open the materials reader
	The link will display in the materials reader

	Mark the application as complete


	Add Materials on Behalf of an Applicant
	Click the Positions link from the navigation bar
	Click the position title
	Click the applicant's name to open the Applicant Profile page
	Add document files (pdf, .doc, etc):
	Scroll down to the "Documents" section and click "Add File"
	You can drag & drop or browse to upload document files
	Give the document title, and identify the type (cover letter, C.V., etc)
	If the file satisfies a requirement, indicate which requirement it satisfies
	Click "Add" to upload the document

	Add video files:
	Select the "Video" tab, give the video a title, add the url of a Youtube or Vimeo video, and add a description
	If the video satisfies a requirement, indicate which requirement it satisfies
	The video will be added to the application materials
	Evaluators can view the video in the materials reader

	Add Webpages:
	Select the "Webpage" tab, give the webpage a title, add the url and a description of the page
	If the webpage satisfies a requirement, indicate which requirement it satisfies
	A link to the page will be added to the application materials, and will display to evaluators when they open the materials reader
	The link will display in the materials reader

	Click the Actions button and then Mark application as complete

	Request a Letter of Recommendation on Behalf of an Applicant
	1.1. Click Positions from the navigation bar
	1.2. Click the name of the position
	1.3. Select the applicant
	2. Click the Actions button and then select Request recommendation
	3. Fill out the request form, set a due date for the recommendation, and write an email message to recommenders
	4. You can request recommendations from multiple letter writers at once
	When requesting recommendations from multiple writers, you can use text variables to automatically fill in the first and last name of each letter writer

	5. You can also attach files from the materials submitted by the applicant
	Click "Add"
	Select a document to include with the request

	The request will display under the "Requested Recommendations" section that appears under Internal Documents once a recommendation is requested
	After the first recommendation is requested for the application, new recommendations can be made using the "Request" button and following steps 3 through 5 above
	6. Once received, the recommendation can be downloaded or read on screen

	Mark Applications as Complete
	Click Positions from the Navigation menu
	Click the position title
	Click the applicant's name to open the Applicant Profile page
	Click the Actions button and then select Mark application as complete
	The application will then be marked "Complete" on the profile page of the applicant

	Assign or Change an Application Status
	Select the Positions page from the Navigation bar
	Click the position title
	Select one or more applications
	Click the "Status" button that appars to the right of the page
	Select the appropriate status to apply to the selected applications
	Confirm and notify applicants
	You can also assign or change an application status from the Applicant Profile page:
	Click the applicant's name to open the Applicant Profile
	Click the change button near the current status to update the Position's status.
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	Section 6 - Evaluating Applications
	Vocabulary
	Interfolio Concepts
	Filtering Views
	Comments and Feedback Section
	Application Statuses
	Evaluator Experience

	Learning Materials
	Required Learning
	Optional Learning


	Read and Evaluate Applications Using the Materials Viewer
	Click the Positions page from the navigation bar
	Click the position title
	Select applications to review
	Click "Read" to load selected applications into the Materials Viewer
	All selected applications will be loaded into the viewer for you to review one at a time
	Users can use the Search PDF box to find specific text in an applicant's materials
	All materials of the currently displayed application will appear bookmarked in the left hand column of the viewer
	Videos will also display in the viewer
	Links to Webpages appear in the viewer but open the webpage in a new browser tab
	Use the arrows at the top of the viewer to move between applications when multiple applicants are selected
	Use the controls at the bottom of the viewer for navigation of the currently displayed application:
	Toggle on or off the header bar of the viewer for distraction free viewing of materials
	Zoom in or out of the document
	Page forward or backward in the displayed application
	Annotations are added and managed from the lower right corner of the viewer
	Click the "note" icon to leave an annotation on the currently displayed document
	Click the "view" icon to toggle on or off the display of annotations
	You can quickly view all of the annotations added to a document from the "Annotations" tab in the document viewer
	Note that you can export and download annotations by clicking the export icon


	Working With the List of Applicants For a Position
	1. Select "Positions"link on the navigation bar
	2. Click the position title to open the list of applications for that position
	3. Select one or more applicants in the list
	4. Selecting a name or names from the list opens a new set of buttons on the page as shown below
	You can read, annotate, and download the selected applications
	1. Enter a keyword in the box to search the list
	2. The results display and the search term appears above the list
	3. Click "Save" to save and name the view of the list filtered according to your search results
	4. Enter a name for your view and click the check to save it
	5. Click "Saved Views" to the right of the page to recall the saved view of the list
	1. Click the "Filter" button at the top of the list to open a set of options for filtering the list
	2. The list will be filtered according to your settings and the filters will appear above the list
	3. Click "Save" to name and save the filtered view of the applicant list
	4. Enter a name and click the check mark
	5. Click "Saved Views" (to the right of the page) to recall the view of the list using the filters you have set
	Tagging applications:
	With one or more applicants selected in the list, click the "Tag" button and either select or create a tag

	Customizing the columns of information that display on your view of the applicant list:
	Click the "Columns" button to the right of the page and select the columns of information you want to display

	Setting the pagination of the applicant list:
	Saving searches and views of the list:

	Use Tags to Mark and Sort Applications
	Select "View Positions" on your account dashboard
	Click the position title
	Check the box next to name of applicant(s) you want to tag
	Checking the box next to a name opens a row of buttons to the right of the page
	Click the "Tag" button
	Select the tag you want to apply, or select "Add new tag" to create a new one
	In the default list view, applied tags appear in the same row as the applicant's name
	Note that you can set whether or not tags will display by customizing and saving your view of the list

	You can also create and add a tag to an application by clicking the "Add" icon in the same row as an applicant's name
	Click "Filter" at the top of the list of applications and select one or more tags from the list
	Only applications with the selected tag(s) will display in the list
	To remove the tag as a filter, uncheck it in the list of filters at the top of the page, or click the "X" beside the tag in the list of filters above the applicant list

	You can also add and create tags from the Applicant Profile page
	Users with access to reporting functions can add tags to an Applications Report

	Rate Applicants
	Click the Positions page from the navigation bar.
	Click the position title
	Click the applicant's name to open the Applicant Profile page
	Scroll down to "Ratings" and mouse over the stars to rate the applicant
	On the Applications page, select the name or names of the applicants to review and click "Read"
	The applications you've selected will open in the viewer
	Click "Ratings" at the top right of the document viewer
	Enter your ratings for each criteria and click "X" to close when you are finished rating the applicant


	Comment on an Application
	Click on the link to the positions page located in the navigation bar.
	Click the position title
	Click the applicant's name to open the Applicant Profile page
	Scroll down to "Comments" and click "Add Comment"
	On the Applications page, select the name or names of the applicants to review and click "Read"
	Click the "Comments" button at the top right the viewer
	Enter your comment and click "Save"


	Make Notes on Application Materials and Export Your Annotations
	Click the positions page from the navigation bar on the left-hand side
	Click the position title
	All selected applications will be loaded into the viewer for you to review one at a time
	You can quickly view all of the annotations added to a document from the "Annotations" tab in the document viewer
	Note that you can export and download annotations by clicking the export icon
	Annotations are added and managed from the lower right corner of the viewer
	Click the "view" icon to toggle on or off the display of annotations
	Click the "note" icon to leave an annotation on the currently displayed document
	Stickie notes:
	"Point" (arrow) notes:
	"Area" notes:
	"Text" notes:

	To edit a note you've added, simply click into the text field
	To delete a note, click into the text field and then click the trash icon

	Archive or Unarchive an Application
	Select positions from the navigation bar
	Click the position title to access applications for the position
	Select the application(s) to archive
	Click the "Additional Options" icon (to the right of the page) and select "Archive" to archive the selected applications
	To unarchive an application, click the "Filter" button and select "Archived" to the right of the page
	Select one or more names in the list to unarchive
	Click the "Additional Options" icon (to the right of the page) and select "Unarchive" to unarchive the selected applications
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	Close a Position (Archive) and Indicate an Outcome
	Select the position you want to close from the list of positions
	Click "Position Actions" button at the top right of the screen
	Select "Close Position" from the dropdown menu
	Indicate whether or not an applicant was selected to fill the position
	A list of available applicants will appear as shown below. Click "Add" to add the selected applicants
	Click "Close Position" at the bottom left of the page when all of the applicants selected to fill the position have been added
	Back on the position page, locate the current status at the top of the page, and click the "Change" link
	Select the appropriate position status from the dropdown list
	Confirm that you want to change the status

	The position is now closed
	The position will no longer appear in the list of active cases but will appear in the list of closed (archived) positions viewable by filtering the list of positions

	To reopen the position:
	Select it from the list of closed positions
	Click "Position Actions" to the right of the applications page, and select "Open Position" from the dropdown menu
	Make sure you change the position status to an appropriate open or active status


	Run an Applications Report
	Select the Administration page from the navigation bar
	Reports opens by default on the"Applications Report" tab
	Select a set of filters
	To filter by form responses:

	Add custom columns of information
	Click the "Columns" button and select or deselect columns to add

	View and/or download the results
	Save your report
	Click "Save" and give your report a name
	Click "Saved Reports" to recall a report at any time


	Run a Positions Report in Faculty Search
	Select Reports from the navigation bar
	Select the "Positions Report" tab
	Select unit(s) on which to report
	Select Position Statuses
	Select a date range for open and close dates
	Select a position type (faculty or fellowship)
	Choose to filter by open positions
	Click to save the filters and columns you have set
	Give your report a name so you can recall it later
	You can recall your saved reports by clicking "Saved Reports"

	Download your report

	Run an EEO or Custom Form Report
	Select Administration from the navigation bar.
	Select the "Form Report" tab
	1. Select a unit  
	2. Select the position(s) to include in the report
	3. Select the form(s) on which you want a report
	4. Click "View Report" to view the data online, or "Download (CSV)" to download the data in a spreadsheet file
	5. Link to report
	If you select an EEO form, and you are an EEO Officer or Administrator with EEO access, you can choose to view a "Response Summary" or "Detailed Applicant Responses" to the form
	The "Response Summary"
	"Detailed Applicant Respones"

	View System Logs
	To access System Logs:
	1. Select Reports from the navigation bar
	2. Open the "Logs" tab on the Reports page
	1. The "Logs" tab opens on the Application Form Changes log, or choose "Application Form Changes" from the System Logs menu
	2. Select or search for a unit
	3. Select the form(s) to include in the report from the dropdown menu
	4. Select "View Report" to view the data onscreen, or "Download (CSV)" to download the information and open it in a spreadsheet program
	1. Open the "Logs" tab of the Reports page, and choose "Application Status Changes" from the System Logs menu
	2. Select or search for the position for which you want to run the report
	3. Select "View Report" to display the report on screen, or "Download (CSV)" to save it as a spreadsheet file
	1. From the "Logs" tab of Reports, click the "System Logs" button to the right of the page, and choose "Messages Sent" from the dropdown menu.
	2. Select one or more positions
	3. Click "View Report" to view the emails, or "Download CSV" to save a spreadsheet of the results
	1. Open the "Logs" tab of the Reports page, and choose "Position Detail Changes" from the System Logs menu
	2. Select one or more positions
	3. Click "View Report" to view the emails, or "Download CSV" to save a spreadsheet of the results
	1. Open the "Logs" tab of the Reports page, and choose "Position Status Changes" from the System Logs menu
	2. Select one or more positions to include in the report
	3. Select a date range for the report
	4. Click "View Report" to view the emails, or "Download CSV" to save a spreadsheet of the results


	View Report of Emails and Notifications
	To access System Logs:
	1. Select the Administration page from the navigation bar
	2. Open the "Logs" tab on the Reports page
	1. From the "Logs" tab of Reports, click the "System Logs" button to the right of the page, and choose "Messages Sent" from the dropdown menu.
	2. Select one or more positions
	3. Click "View Report" to view the emails, or "Download CSV" to save a spreadsheet of the results




